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IRy Jeremy Hylton
MIT has the highest crime rate
of any large four-year school in
Massachusetts, according to a report published in USA Today
yesterday. A total of 823 crimes'
were committed on campus -during 1989, the report indicates.
Campus Police Chief Anne P.
Glavin downplayed the importance of the r-eport. "Many of the
incidents reported have nothing
to do with students,' she said.
MIT had a crime index of 82
crimes per 1000 students, fifth
highest in the nation. The report
was based on the FBI Crime Index. The index measures murder,
rape, aggravated assault, robbery,
motor-vehicle theft. The report
only listed colleges with more
than 3000 full- and part-time
students.
"We have a relatively low rate
Of serious crime :for an urban
campus," Glavin said. More than
700 of the crimes committed were
burglaries or larcenies and
only 20 violent crimes were
committed.
"MIT's crime picture has not
had enormous upswings or downswisgs," Glavin- said. She said
the, number of violent cinmes has
been between 17 and 28 for the
last six to ei~ht-years.
The violent crime index is "not
a high number for a densely populated urban area like MIT,"
Glavin said. Shols-like -MIT
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MIT Crime rate tops state
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with fewer than I 0,000 students getting better," she said.
C
>
and in cities with more than
Glavin described the broad naso :
500,000 people are most prone to ture of the categories as the pri3
E
violence, according to the report. mary problem - with the report. F.
Other area schools have- signifi- "Many colleges know the proba
60o
_
O
cantly lower crime rates. Boston lem .. and under-report to
"
University had only 763 crimes compensate," Glavin said. The
'
committed, fora crinme index of statistics may also vary from
L
40
26 crimes per 100QQ More crimes school to school because "the X
a
were committed at Harvard than school has.aggressive police or
at MIT, but its index relative to students report more crimes," the
0 lQ
report said.
student size'is 68 per 1000.
£
E
The four schools with- higher
"If you don't pay attention to
IC _
crime rates were-Yale University [qualifiers] before you read the
CW
(110 crimes per 1000), Georgia statistics you can get a mistaken
arvard
MIT
Boston Univ.
Institute of Tchncology (106),
(Please urn io page 9)
Stanford University (91), and
Dartmouth College (81). With the
exception of Dartmouth, these
schools are nearly the same size
as MIT.
Perdue was unavailable for
tures Section (FILL) of the DeBy Chris Scbechter
Glavin felt the report misreprepartment
of
comment.
Humanities,
said
Courses in Chinese language,
sented MLIT because there was
culture
and literature will be of- that although they will "start at a
Impetus came from
no distinction between crimes
modest level . , . ultimately it's a
students, faculty
against students and other cam- fered at MIT starting next fall. very ambitious undertaking." She
pus-related crimes. The Campus The full scope of courses that
The impetus for the program
Police divide theft into three cat- will be available is still unknown, explained that MIT students will
came
from students and faculty
be
able
to
take
at
least
Chinese
due
I
to
the
uncertainty
of funding
egories: residence hall.theft, MIT
who
saw
a "sufficient intellectual
from
at
least
one
source.
and II beginning next fall.
property theft, and personal (faccommunity
and expertise in the
ulty and staff, only) theft. '"It's The Institute will provide suffiBecause
of
its
experimental
nafield
of
Chinese
culture and lanthree very distinctive and differ- cient funding to support the ini- ture, no full professor will be ap- guage to initiate the curriculum,"
ent categories of thefts" Glavin tiative for the first three years. pointed to the program initially. de Courtivron said.
Meanwhile, Peter Perdue, assoexplained.
However, a limited local search
The new administration was
- Only the residence hall thefts ciate professor of East Asian his- for a visiting professor to teach also instrumental
in the making
tory,
and Isabelle de Courtivron,
reiate directly to students, acof
this
new
program,
she added.
the
courses
will
begin
next
week.
cording to Glavin. The other cat- associate professor of foreign
In
order
to
support
the proThe
search
committee
responsible
egories deal with theft of Insti- languages, will look for external for this task has been created gram without funding from MIT,
tute or faculty and Staff property. funding to continue and enlarge
already, and will be given two de Courtivron applied for a grant
"Ina recent years that problem the program.
De Courtivron, who heads the months to find a professor, de from the Chiang Ching-Kuo
[rosidence hall theft] has been
(Please turn to page 9)
Foreign Languages and Litera- Courtivron said.

Chinese classes to come in fall
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By Karen Kaplan
Despite intense lobbying by the
Graduate Student Council and
the Undergraduate Association to
have Provost Mark S. Wrighton
appoint at least one student to
the advisory committee that will
assist him in the search for a new
dean of engineering, all eight
committee members selected on
Nov. 20 were professors.
In order to gain student input,
the advisory committee has
scheduled a series of forums in
each of the engineering departments. In addition, students and
Andy Silber/The Tech other members of the MIT comArchon Fung '90 (far left), Penn Loh '90 and other members of the MIT Initiative for Peace munity have been invited to submit written statements "about the
marching in Saturday's anti-war rally to Boston Common. Photo essay, page 7.
School [of Engineering] in general, the position of dean or specific individuals" the committee
should consider. They may also
'-Bvy
Prabbat Mebta
in Back Bay Boston. The rally's George Bush's intent in the Mid- contact the committee's chair,
An estimated 10s000 people organizers said they only expect- die East. He said he thought Professor Steven R. Lerman, to
turned out for an anti-war dem- ed 4000 to 5000 people to show "iwaris likely because Bush has meet with the committee.
GSC President Michael D.
onstration which converged on up, but by the time the group ruled out any other possibility."
Grossberg
G called the anBoston Common Saturday after- marched in-to Boston Common,
MIT Initiative focuses
nouncement "very depressing.
noon. The rally, sponsored by the the number had reached 10,000,
on awareness
Cambridge-based Emergency Co- according to police estimates.
[The administration] makes it
Closer to campus, the MIT Ini- very discouraging to try and get
aiition for Peace, Justice, and
Included among the speakers
Non-Intervention in the Middle at the.Common was Daniel Ells- tiative for Peace is focusing on involved," he said.
Grossberg also found the deciEast, attractWd a large number of berg, the former Defense and promoting preemptive measures,
MIT students, who began the day State Department official who re- Loh said. Currently, the group's sion "perplexing" because "there
marching from 77 Massachusetts leased the Pentagon Papers in top priority is to raise awareness is so much discussion about MIT
Avenue to Copley Square, where 1969. "There is a major differ- of the issue to the MIT commu- putting out students who are
the rally began.
ence between now and the Viet- nity and publicize events like Sat- leaders and who understand how
Approximately 80 members of narn era," he said. "We are here urday's rally and a teach-in which to work with other people ...
the MIT community responded now today before the guns have will be held Friday evening in 54- yet they refuse to give them the
100.
responsibility to make big deto a call from the MIT Initiative started."
cisions."
The
group
has
also
put
togethfor Peace in the. Middle East to
Indeed, several of the speakers
Wrighton said that "It wasn't a
assemble outside Lobby 7 at took -a preemptive tone, high- er a petition calling for end to
12:30 pm. According to Penn lighting the need to work rapidly American military action in the decision not to put students on
[the committee]; it was a decision
Loh '90, a member of Initiative's to diffuse the current crisis diplo- Persian Gulf
Loh admitted that the Initia- to gather the best people I could
steering committee, the MIT matically before Jan. 15, the
group included students, faculty deadline imposed by the United tive's efforts have slowed in re- to muster to advise me on a very
and staff members. "We got Nations Security Council for cent weeks with the end of the important decision."
term, even though it appears the
about twice as many as we Iraq's pullout from Kuwait.
Grossberg had presented
Wrighton
with a list of reasons
gulf
crisis
hoped," he said.
is
escalating.
"We're
Others, like, Hampshire ColThe MIT contingent met a lege Professor Michael Klare, ex- now looking forward to UAPS he outlining why he and the GSC
felt having students on the adviswelling crowd at Copley Square pressed cynicism over President
(Please turn to page 8)

10,000 rally against Mideast war
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Sean Dougherty/The Tech

Provost Mark S. Wrighton

sory committee was important.
Among them were the "educational aspect" for students to see
how the administration works,
and the idea that since students
are active in research, "their input is appropriate."
Hans C. Godfrey '92, chairman of the UA Committee on
Governance, expressed his "disappointment" with Wrighton's
decision. "We feel that students
have a lot to offer," he said, and
could not understand "how
Wrighton could say students have
no perspective." "I don't understand where the provost is coming from,' he continued.
(Pleaseturn to page 8)
mm

Arthur Rosenbaum
passed away on Aug.27,
1990. He was the owner
and operator of the Tech
Optical, located in the Julius A. Stratton '24 Student Center, for the past 25
years. He is survived by his
wife Anne, who is presently managing the store. He
was a resident of Winthrop, MA.
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Managing
lth
Board of The Techo

Special to The Tech
"Tarzan" Haseltine '92 to the
A battle of biblical proportions position of business manager.
loomed over The Tech office as Haseltine was spotted last night
Managing Board elections for its heading for Levinson's humble
111th volume neared Saturday residence with a fur coat under
afternoon. The post-cold-war lib- his arm.
ertarians prepared for the forces
Joanna 'Cake 'n Steak" Stone
of socialist darkness, led by '92, a veteran of The Washington
outgoing Chairman Deborah A. Post's left-liberal editorial pages,
'Folklore and Mythology"
promised the board she would reLevinson '91, by attempting un- turn to The Post next year and
successfully to arouse their assassinate columnist George F
leader, lame-duck Tech Editor in Will. For this, she was rewarded
Chief Prabhat "Supply-(Me)- with the executive editor posiSide" Mehta '91, from his week- tion, the purpose of which is to
end hibernation ritual.
aid in the persecution of LamMehta's absence frightened his berti. "I'm sorry, I didn't upset
only other libertarian comrade- you, did I?" was Stone's only
in-arms, Matthew H. "We need comment.
a virgin for this - where's"
The Executive Board positions
Hersch '94, to seek asylum in thus filled, Chairman Levinson
Singapore, where he was wel-, proceeded to the election of the
comed as an honorary citizen by Managing Board's toadies. The
news department, renamed by
the nation's prime minister.
The cataclysmic war of 10,000 Levinson as the propaganda minyears thus avoided, elections be- istry, was stocked with four upgan with the not-so-prompt as- wardly mfobile Party stalwarts.
Reuven M. 'Are chocolatecension of New England's own
Lois "KAT'" Eaton '92 to the po- covered espresso beans kosher?"
sition of chairman. Though a vet- Lerner '92, Brian "Never Too
eran of The Tech's capitalist en- Young" Rosenberg '93, Katherine
clave, the business office, Eaton "No Relation to Niraj" Shim '93
joined Levinson in the proud and Karen "Stanley" Kaplan '93
working woman's struggle to re- each seemed pleased with the
move the last remnants of The promotion to news editor, except
Tech's sexist, male-dominated for Lerner, who has held the poheritage. When asked about her sition for the past year. In a rage,
title in an interview later, Eaton Lerner reportedly left for Israel
said, "Being chairman is great!"
last night, where he and JonaSenior Andrea "Mom always than "Forever Mans' Richthond
wanted me to marry a doctor" G plan to manifest their anger
Larnberti was officially persecut- over the board's disrespect by
ed-as one of the few remaining converting all of the nation's 277
capitalist, imperialist sympathiz- kibbutzim to capitalism.
ers in Mehta's and Hersch's abRosenberg said that in return
sence. Her sentence: a one-term for the board's favor, he will
stint as editor in chief. Later, to bring in youngsters like Jeremy
unfriendly ears, she was heard "Vietnam" Hylton '94 for a good
saying, "Hail the heroes of the dose of Das Kapital. Shim said,
revolution - and all that crap."
well, murmured, something
The evil forces of George Bush about collective newswriting and
elsewhere occupied, the board abolishing the self-congratulatory
was able to move troops in quick- byline, at which point The Tech's
ly to capture David "Rocky newswriters celebrated by throwMountain" Maltz '93, the only ing away their pens and reporter's
non-aligned human in the near notebooks. Kaplan, who-has
vicinity, and milk him of his of served The Tech faithfully as a
his precious prod skills. In a UA infiltrator, said she planned
press release yesterday, Chairman to get close enough to current
President Manish Bapna '91 to
Levinson proudly decreed,
"Maltz shall now go by the name find out where he gets his hair
Managing Editor."
cut. Stay tuned.
Levinson remained confused
Outgoing Managing Editor
over the need for a business man- Daniel A. "Worthless Sperm"
ager - that is until outgoing Sidney G decided to step down
Business Manager Russell from the Executive Board to join
"Flavo-O-1ee, anyone?" Wilcox the people in their nocturnal
'91 whispered to the ever-so- struggle against the powers that
glorious chairman, "An Audi and be. Sidney sought the position of
Levis jeans for the chairman."
night editor, hoping to eventually
Then, with resounding force, Le- be dubbed knight 'editor. The
vinson banged the gavel and an- board welcomed his grass-roots
nounced the election of Mark E. enthusiasm, but did not feel the

same for Kevin's "Kevin Frisch
'93" Kitchens who two weeks earlier had asked Mehta the wrong
question: "What is libertarianism?" For his impudence, he was
exiled to an unspecified location.
For Levinson, it was a tearful
election to arts editor. "I'11 miss.
my chairman's chair," she. said,
"But," remaining true to her
folklore and mythology status,
she added poetically, "I'm weak
and I'm weary/And fain would
lie down." Leaving the chairman's chair will not likely prove
too difficult for Levinson,
though, for she will benefit from
the newly established Andrew L.
"Fried" Fish '89 Memorial Caveat: "I remain in total control!"
The position of photography
editor saw the return of-two seasoned Party loyalists, Sean "Up
a Tree, Without a Paddle"
Dougherty '93 and Douglas D.
"Golden Monkey" Keller '93.
Dougherty last year impressed
the Party's leadership after being
arrested at an anti-apartheid rally. Though at the time he was
quoted as telling the police, "I
was just trying to get a shot of
the squirrels," he has since
claimed he was positioning himself for an attempt on the life
of former Tech staffer and then
MIT President Paul E. "No
Neck" Gray '54. Meanwhile,
Keller, an Ohio native, amused
Levinson and other top brass by
cheerfully providing anecdotes
from his utterly pathetic Midwestern childhood.
But then, like the winds of
change blowing over Eastern Europe, Mehta, fully' awake and
with most of his faculties intact,
stormed into The Tech office,
bringing intemergency supplies of
flamage. For this he was awarded the- 'osition of opinion editor,
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though not without some tumul-.
tuous last minute inner-Party
debate.
Levinson' was outraged by
Mehta's presence, and threatened
war. In her haste to mobilize,.she
went as far as to consider recruit-'ing the smelly, h injr'beasts rumored to be lurking-in the nearby
Technology Community Association office.
But the idea of supplementing
The, Tech's burgeoning roach,
population with dirty leftists was
enough to convince the board to
reach a compromise:, The libertarian Mehta would be elected,
but only if offset by the mindless
drivel of columnist Bill "Cath'olic
Pagan"-Jackson '93, who would
also be elevated to the dubious
status of opinion editor.
Mehta pushed for further
reforms, however, strengthening
the business office with the election of Ben "Roaches, minmm"
Tao '93 as advertising manager.
Tao immediately took to the task
of increasing The Tech's cash
flow by soliciting ads from The
Tech itself,'thus following to the
letter Mehta's supply-side theory
that money can indeed come
from nowhere.
Richmond, grossly abused by
the socialist camp and now fully
converted to-the libertarian side,
was given the honorary title of
senior editor. Richmond thanked
Mehta for his support and his
morally superior ideas, to which
Mehta responded: "There's a
price to all this, you know."
Joining Richmond in the pasture of living dead will be newlyelected contributing editors Peter
E. "Finally, I'm" Dunn G, Michael J. "Love Me for My Pen"
Franklin '88, Wilcox-, and Dave
"120" Watt G. Actually, only
Dunn is officially being put out

to pasture. Franklin -and Watt
plan to use The Tech as-a backdrop for a: new two-cop action
flick ini which F raaklinw plays ·a
rough,,unkempt renegade and
Watt portrays,. a i well-groomed,
by-the-bbok man' of-the -wor.Id.'
.Critics- haei :alretady writtem- off
the two roles- as typecasts'.c
Marie E. V. "(Unrelated to)
Francis Ford" Coppola-'90 plans
to come out from retirement to
play Franklin and Watt's autocratic, hard-nosed commanding
officer. Critics say this will be
an 'interesting and -unusual role
for Coppola, but her Managing
Board colleagues saw otherwise.
Mumbling, somethjng jo effect of
"sOh, no, not- again . "Coppola also took on the position of
Tech production manager.
Elections having been c-onclulded'in peace, The Tech stiff then
headed off to Royal East- for a
'grand celebration. But soon after
the festivities began, several
'board members spotted Mehta's
figure dashing out the back door.
The next day, a, nervously pacing
Lamberti picked up the phone
to hear a vibrant voice coming
from 'a Mercedes Benz convertible speeding down Interstate 5
toward LA.
"So much to learn! So little
time to do it! What shall we do
without you?" Lamberti asked.
"Not to fear', my dear, the
market will take care of everything," Mehta responded, as the
faint sounds of an Association
tape crescend'oed' flooding Lamberti's receiver with gentle s'ounds
and reminding her of, the -sunny
skies of Southern Cifornia.'
-Mehta donned a pair of sunglasses, sank back,' and let the
breeze. blow through his hair.
'"Enjoy, " ^he- added, and then
hung up.
.
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Wednesday, December 5th

Building 4, Room 1-53p.m.
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Douglas D. Kleller/The Tech

,Some ingenious hackers welcomed in the holiday season Sunday night with a hack of the dome over Lobby
7. Included'in the hack were strings of lights surrounding the cap of the dome and spelling oult MIT. The
hack was removed early yesterday morning.
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Teach For America is a national
teacher corps of talented
dedicated individuals-from all
ethnic backgrounds and
academic majors who commit
two years to teach in urban and
rural areas that have persistent
teacher shortages.
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Applications must be postmarked by
January4 1991
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Arg entine'rebels surrender

Argentina's military uprising is over. The government
news agency said that several hundred rebels who seized
army headquarters and bases to pressure the high command for changes surrendered yesterday.
The uprising came just two days before President
George Bush's visit and was seen as an embarassment to
Argentine President Carlos Menem.
The rebels said they were not staging a coup and continued to recognize Menem's superiority. They said they
were seeking changes in how the military is run and a bigger military budget.
The surrender puts an end to the fourth rebel uprising
in the last four years. Democracy was restored to Argenltina in 1983 after nearly-eight years of harsh military rule.
Air force planes bombed rebel tanks in the last bid to
put down the rebellion. At least three soldiers and five
civilians were killed in the uprising, which began just before dawn yesterday. Menem declared a nationwide state
of siege, which gave him sweeping powers to ensure public
order.
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Northwest jets collide on runway
--

Northwest Airlines said that eight people are dead after
the collision of two of its planes on the runway at Detroit
Metropolitan Airport. Spokesman Alan Muncaster said
the planes were getting ready to take off in the fog when
the wing of a 727 hit one of the rear-mounted engines of a

1

Inoyue defends Keating Five
A senior senator came to the defense of five colleagues
before the Senate Ethics Committee yesterday. Senator
Daniel K. Inouye (D-HI? said the so-called "Keating Five"
appeared to be giving typical constituent service to savings
and loan owner Charles Keating. Senators Dennis DeConcini (D-AZ), John McCain (R-AZ), Alan Cranston (DCA), John Glenn (D-OH) and Donald Riegle (D-MI) have
come under the microscope following allegations about
their relationships with Keating.

DC-9.

That DC-9 caught fire and is now a gutted wreck. An
ambulance worker said some 50 people were taken to Detroit-area hospitals, most suffering burns. Northwest said
there were a total of 199 people on both planes.

Columbia crew works
to repair observatory

I

Precious time aboard the Space Shuttle Columbia's astronomy mission is ticking away as astronauts and
ground-team members work on problems with an onboard observatory. With viewing time slipping by, certain
-targets are getting scratched. One official -said, "There's a
definite loss as we go. Some, objects are just going to slip
off the list." The problem lies with NASA~s instrument
pointing system.

I

The first punch
Meteorologically speaking, December, January
and February are the coldest weather period, even
though astronomically, winter will not begin for a
few weeks yet.
A long-term forecast frorn the National Weather
Service expects December to be colder than normal
with precipitation above average. This Tuesday's
storm with its mixed precipitation inland is perhaps
the first sign of a changing weather pattern
following a mild and tranquil fall.
A strong low will continue to move through
western New England toward the St. Lawrence
River Valley, and in combination with a high
positioned over southeastern Canada, a significant
precipitation accompanied by gusty winds is
forecast.
There is a chance of a weak secondary
development over eastern Pennsylvania or northern
New Jersey during the morning today; this wave is
also expected to move rapidly northeastward,
eventually combining with the main low over
Quebec Tuesday night.
In the wake of the storm, expect gradual clearing
on Wednesday with cold and blustery conditions,
unseasonably cold nights and chilly daytime highs
moderating only slightly toward the latter portion
of the week.

Kevorksian charg-ed with murder

Iraqis silent on Bush proposal
The State Department said yesterday that Iraq ha4 not
formally responded to President'George Bush's proposal
for Secretary of State James A. Baker- III to visit Baghdad. Spokesman Margaret Tutwiler said diplomats from
both sides are discussing preliminary scheduling.
Tutwiler added that about 88 Americans remain hostage in Iraq. Fifteen Americans who had been held as
"human shields" left the country with former boxing
champion Mohammad Ali.
Meanwhile, Defense Secretary Dick Cheney warned yesterday against waiting too long for sanctions to take a
bite out of Iraq. He said that doing so could spell trouble
for the international coalition united against Baghdad.
Cheney told the Senate Armed Services Committee he
thinks Iraqi President Saddam Hussein can ride out the
sanctions and -sefiously erode the coalition's unity. But the
panel's chair, Senator Sam Nunn (D)-GA), countered, "If
we go to war, we will never know whether they would
.have worked."

-A doctor is facing murder charges in Michigan six
months after a woman used a device he created to kill
herself. Jack Kevorkian faces life in prison if convicted,
but he claims the state has no law against assisting a suicide. Kevorkian hooked his device to Janet Adkins, who
had Alzheimer's disease. Adkins then pushed a button
that sent death-inducing drugs into her system.

RubesO

By Leigh Rubin

A former Pan Am security official admitted yesterday
that the airline relaxed security procedures more than a
year before Pan Am Flight 103 blew up over Lockeribie,
Scotland.
Daniel Sonesoin told a fatal 'accident inquiry in Dumfries, Scotland, that the airline did not hand--search all unaccompanied baggage inl the months leading up to the
Deceomber. 1988 disaster;-;
Hlezadded that -Pan Am believed,,it had receive'd permiission from the Federal Aviation Administration to ease its
seicurity procedures. He said unaccompanied baggage was
being 7(-rayed, rather than physically searched, by Pan.
Am at the time of the disaster.
Soneson admitted, though, that there was no written
record of any such permission being issued by the FAA.
I I_1

,-

Tuesday: Rain, heavy at times. Strong southeasterly
winds turning to southerly, gusting 15-25 mph
(24-40 kph). Some coastal flooding possible.
Temperatures rising steadily through the 40s (49°C), with a high of about 52-54°F (11-12'C)
late in the afternoon.
Tuesday night: Rain ending, temperatures falling to
the high 30s (2-4°C).
Wednesday: Partly sunny, blustery, scattered flurries
possible. Highs around 40'F (4°C), winds
northwest 10-20 mph (16-32 kph) continuing
through the day.
Wednesday night: Clearing and very cold.
Temperatures in the 20s (-7 to -2°C).
Thursday: After a very cold morning, the
temperatures will reach low 40s (4-7°C) under
fair skies.
Forecast by Marek Zebrowski

Former Pall Am official testifies
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"Uh, yeah ... sure, Buddy, I'm off to
see the wizard too ... hop in the back."
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We can sell you plane &Amtrak, tickets home.
We have the lowest fares available.

\Prof. John Esposito
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' Director of the Intenmational Studies Department at College
of the Holy CroI,
and Adjunct Professr at the Fletcher
School of Diplmacy, Tufts University.

. Dr.- Fathi Osman

i
~~~~~~~.

Director of the tslbmic Center of Southern Califosrna, and

Editor of Arabia Magazine.
W hyesda, Dec. 5, 1990
7.*0pm
94.900oopm
MAT- Room 9-150
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Column by Bill Jackson
I was perusing through the Coop's holiday catalog to see what I might buy my friends and family;
after all, I do most of my Christmas shopping
there. MIT has provided us with a bevy of new
items with the famous MIT logo to surprise and delight under the Chfistmas tree. Officially licensed
Tech products are available even in stores besides
the Coop, such as Newbury Comics and the Kendall
Square Marriott Gift Shop.
And if you've been in these stores lately, you've
seen some of these items. There are, of course,
clothing items: the T-shirts, caps, sweatshirts,
nightshirts, jackets, sport shirts, polo shirts, and

"iWhy would anyone want
an MIT toilet seat?"f
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more. In addition, there are other official MIT
products, such as baby bottles, key chains, stationery, pens, scarves, you name it.
However, things have been getting a little more
bizarre with the addition of some new items to the
MIT repertoire. Take, for example, the MIT panties
for- women, which are actually available at the
Coop. They feature the MIT logo predominantly in
red on a white panty. Ladies, if you are going with
a man from MIT, and you want to ensure that he

|lXl

will not be able to-perform one evening, slide a pair
Volume 1 10, Number 55

of these little beauties on. Just as things are getting
particularly heated, reveal the strategically positioned MIT logo, and your partner will be cured of
sex for weeks.
Sighting these wonderful new products in the catalog, I immediately spoke to Dean Redtape of the
Office for Making Loads and Loads of Money
(OMLLM) about the new marketing ideas the Institute has for the MIT logo. The dean, was thrilled to
see me and was happy to discuss new ideas MIT
wanted to have in the stores just in time for the
holiday shopping season.
"C'mon in!" the dean blustered at me, adjusting
his toupee. "Have I got some products to show
you! "
He pulled a box full of MIT logo products from
under his desk, huffing and puffing to do so. He
held up the first item. -"Aha! " he said triumphantly.
"Here's one we think will-be a big seller. The MIT
toilet seat! "
I looked at him quizzically. "Why would anyone
want an MIT toilet seat?" I asked him.
"Simple," he replied, "now you can do on MIT
what MIT always does on you!"
I groaned but vowed to continue listening. "What
else do you have in there?"
"Well, I personally love this one." He held up a
dartboard covered with applicants' names. "It's an
actual replica of the methods used by the admissions staff to determine who gets in."
I looked at him blankly.
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."It's a joke, son," he told me gravely.
"Oh," I replied, forcing a laugh.
"We also,' he continued, "are going to try marketing products based on organizations at MIT. Try,
for example, these 'LSC Movie Projector" condoms. As soon as you get to the best part, the
condom breaks."
"That's great, sir. What else?'
"How about these?" he said as he fished something out of the box. "Course 6 Underwear for
Men. These are just amazing. You see,"' he said,
pointing to the elastic of the underwear, "there's a
simple circuit built into these which lights up these
LED's here in the band."
"What's so great about that?" I asked.
"Well, there's a switch built into the crotch, so
that the circuit only gets turned on when you do!
Ha, Ha, Ha!" He continued to laugh until he saw
me staring -at him; then he stopped laughing, and
continued.
"How about this?" He pulled out a book titled
Social Lives of-MIT Students. "We figure customers can use it to take notes in," he said, thumbing
through the empty pages.
I shook my head. "Wait," he continued, "sI've
got more." He showed me what appeared to be a
huge red ball. "SLook at this."
"What is it? " I asked.
"It's MIT's latest contributionlto birthday-party
games. The newest version of the pinata. You hang
it up; then you give each child a knife, and in turn
they try to cut it open and get at a prize in the
middle, such as a drop card.'
"Sounds violent," I said. 4What's it covered

with?"
"It's covered in red tape. We call it the MIT
Registrar's Bureaucracy Ball."

. an actual replica of
the methods used by the
adm issions staff to
determine who- gets in.I started to leave, but the dean pushed me back
into my seat. "Wait, maybe you'll likce this one."' He
pulled out a Paul Gray inflatable doll.
I wrinkled my nose in disgust. "What sort of
customer buys that?" I asked.
He looked at it. "Oh -urn, that's not for sale.
That's maine.' He quickly stuffed- it back in the box.
"Well, dean, this has been quite interesting, but I
have to hurry off to recitation now. God knows I
would hate to miss a recitation. Do you have one
last new MIT item to show me?"
"'How about this," he said, pulling out a box full
of vials and bottles. ";This is one for the kiddies.
It's the Alternative News Collective Chemistry Set."
"You mean a chemistry kit named after the group
that publishes The Thistle?" He nodded yes. "What
does it do?"
"It's simple. No matter what you do with the
contents, they over-react violently."
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Science school promotions
reflect teaching capabilities

r.

(Editor's Note: The Tech received a copy of this letter addressed to Kevin Ca Burke '93.)
Thank you for yoiur letter
["lMIT's schools should give more
weight to teaching," Nov 271. It
always pleases me when students
express interest in the operation
of the Institute.
I agree with your belief that we
must select faculty who have the
potential to be outstanding educators as well as outstanding researchers. When a new appointment is made in the School of
Science, competence and interest
in teaching is an important part
of the consideration. Similarly,
when the promotions are considered a candidate's record as an
educator weighs heavily in making the decision.
After I read -your letter and in
thinking about my answer, I decided to review again the most
recent Course Evaluation Guide
(fl 1990), which is the 'best
information available about the
views of the students concerning
the, quality of education at the
Institute.
I am enclosing a summary-of
the "overall rating" of the lecturers in those undergraduate subjects in the School of Science
with enrollments of 50 or morestudents. I am impressed with
these ratings and I-am -particuaurly proud of the performances of
the young faculty members.
An examination of the ratings
of instructors in the-undergraduate subjects with enrollments of
fewer' than -50 students--'- evdSs'
that the ratings'appear-to be even
better. A quick look at the ratings for the spring of 1989 also
indicates student satisfaction with
teaching.
II
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I conclude that this data indicates that the students believe
that we must be doing a reasonably good job in selecting faculty
members who are outstanding
teachers.

It has often been said by some
people that winning the -Baker
Award is "the kiss of death" for
a young faculty member as far as
tenure is concerned. Chairman
Paul E. Gray ' 54 recently reviewed the facts for the past 20
years and discovered that in that
period (from 1970 to 1990) 23
individuals received the Baker
Award in recognition of outstanding undergraduate teaching.
Four of the recipients were not eligible for tenure (they were instructors or lecturers) and four
have not yet been considered for
tenure.
The records show that during
--rl
·
II
------this 20-year period, about one- I-third of those. individuals appointed to assistant professor positions at MIT were eventually
After reading the two articles
awarded tenure. Since approximately half of the Baker Award in the last issue of The Tech rerecipients achieved tenure, one garding MIT's food service, I felt
can hardly make the case that the need to add my own addenwinning the Baker Award is "the dum to them ["ARA not invited
kiss of death" for such a faculty back,'' QUA 'discusses food sermember. In fact, the record vice," Nov. 30].
shows that these individuals were
While I thought the articles
significantly more Likely to be presented the-facts well, the feedawarded tenure than the average back I have gotten indicates to
non-tenured faculty member at me that much was lost in terms
the Institute.
of describing where the process
In closing, I want to assure of changing the board plan cur.you that a person's credentials in rently stAftds..-Since this is an iseducation are considered serious- sue which-relies on student opinin- raki'ng
Hy
new faculty ion, a full description of the
appointments and in considering process is essential in formulating
promotion cases in the School of constructive feedback which will
Science.
lead towards a proposal amenaGenae M. Brown ble to all parties.
Dean of Science
At the very beginning of the
-LL-aLs
II
L·l
I
lgl
term, Director of Housing and
Food Services Lawrence E. Maguire faced the challenge of having to develop a new food service
plan for MIT. The problem, as
most people, know, was simply
that food services was losing well
over a million dollars per year
while providing students with
what many felt was unacceptable

'-·13

4

1

·
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All options still open ii- food service restructuring

He therefore requested that
an undergraduate committee be
formed to help him solve this
problem. While discussions have
taken place since September,
it was understood by the committee that sometime after midNovember, Maguire would present a list of "recommendations''
-to Senior Vice President William
I R. DE~ickson '56 in order to provide a model from which students could begin analyzing and
building a better proposal.
This is where I believe last Friday's articles were a bit misleading. The "proposal" that Maremedied.
It is long past time for there to guire sent out is by no means
be some sort of escort for living meant to be the final word on
groups in Boston. I do not un- this issue. He, as well as the understand why the Campus Police dergraduate committee, is hoping
will drive people to the Women's that this will prompt a deluge of
Independent Living Group ideas which can be used to im(WILG) or-pika, but not across prove his "recommendations."
It is now the job of the underthe bridge.
graduate
committee to collect
"They're in Cambridge" is not
student
input
and use it to reacceptable: The distance and
danger are'equivalent. A van design this proposal in a way that
shuttle has been discussed in the will still solve MIT's financial dipast, and while I understand lemma, but will be much more
these things need planning and fi- sympathetic to the varied needs
nancing, nothing has yet come and interests of the undergraduout of all the times I have heard ate population.
One idea which is being seri"Things are almost in place" in
ously
considered by undergraduthe last three years.
I challenge MIT and the Inter- ates and by the Undergraduate
fraternity Council to get a shuttle Association committee right now
in place so that students who live includes closing at least two, but
possibly more, of the dormitory
in Boston - women and men dining halls.
can arrive home safely.
This plan would reduce the
Lindasusan Ulrich '91

Students in urban residences
need-security'shuttle service
At 11:30 pm Wednesday night,
on the way home from the bus
stop, I saw someone get mugged.,
Two people from a large group
turned around, followed the man
walking 10 feet ahead of me,
forced him to the ground, and
took his wallet.
As I watched this transpiring, I
wanted desperately to help,- but
knew there was nothing.1 could
do. Had I crossed the street
sooner or walked a little faster in
the two blocks from the bus stop
to Fenway House, that could
have been me. I shudder to think
what else may have happened had
I been the victim.
I have lived at Fenway House
since freshman year and safety
has always been an issue, but
when I can't even make it two
blocks without fear of attack
(and this was the well-lit part),
the situation needs to be

·

-

service.

I'

_

yearly food service deficit by approximately $200,000 per dining
hall closed, which amounts to
about $70 per student for all students in MIT dormitories.
Also being discussed is a "10percent incentive plan," which
would give a 10-percent discount
to everyone who purchases food
with a meal card. This has two
positive effects in that it provides
an incentive for more graduate
students, faculty, and independent-living-group residents to
purchase meal cards (even small
ones), and would effectively
charge 10 percent more to outsiders.
Finally, two other ideas being
considered are creating a "tiered
system" of required meal plans
which would have different minimum plans for the various dormitories based on some equitable
criteria (a modified version of
what we have now) and setting
up convenience stores at every
dining hall where students could
use meal cards to purchase cases
of juice or soda, fruit, canned
goods, etc. at reasonable prices.
Obviously, we would all like to
have a system consisting of no required meal plans and quality
services; however, the main point
I have been trying to communicate is that we face a tradeoff between services and costs. While I
have heard many suggestions as
to how to improve the food service system for students, I have
heard very few whichalso offer
a viable means of compensating
for the increased costs associated
with either an upgrade in service
or a decline in price.
Therefore, this is the dilemma
on which I, as chairman of the
UA Committee on Food Services,
.. -I.Otters

1-.

We need to re-establish the
food service bid process equilibrium that may have been taken out
of balance by the headline in the
front-page Tech story regarding
food services ["ARA not invited
back," Nov. 301MIT is going to rebid the current food service contract on a
profit and loss based contract.
MIT will seek contract bidders including ARA - for the new
proposal. MIT will choose the
best possible food service contract offered by bidders under
the -new proposal.
This could very well be ARA if
ARA decides to bid and produces
the food contract that is in MIT's
best interest. It is important that
your readers understand these
facts regarding MIT's rebidding
of the food service contract.
The Nov. 30 headline can be
misread and misleading and thus
not in the best interest of the ongoing food service contract bid
process. I appreciate your detail-ing these facts for your readers.
Lawrence E. Maguire
Director

Housing and Food Services
pokecy

sohls
nmarked as such and printed in a

'".
· ir

ask for input. At a school where
creativity is not a scarce resource,
I feel confident that we can find
the balance between what is best
for usj the students, and what
will solve the financial crisis of
MIT's food services. I only request that everyone consider all
aspects of the issue, for this is the
only way we can come to a conrclusion that will be acceptable to
everyone.
Paul L. Antico '91
Chairman
US Commiftee on Food Services
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Print It With Panasonic And Save.
SALE
$189,95
Panasonic KXC P1180 Near Letter Quality 9 Pin Dot Matrix Printer.

They'll Go Places
With Toshiba.

C
b

It prints up to 192 cps in draft mode, 38 cps in near letter quality mode.
Comes with tractor and friction feed. Reg. $219.95 SAVE $30

Toshiba T1200XE
Notebook Personal Computer.
Make a note, this personal computer
has all the features you've been
looking !or, including: 80C286 running
at 12MHz, 1MB RAM, 20MB hard disk
drive, 1.44MB 3 1/2" floppy disk drive,
Sidelit Supertwist LCD display with
adjustable brightness and contrast
and 640 X 400 pixel graphics display.

I

I
E
L
I

$2040

University ID required for Toshiba
purchase. For more information
call (617) 492-1000 Ext.338
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The Write Presents From Smith C
--

---
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SALE
$229.95

SALE
$649.95

Smith Corona
XD 770 Word
Processing Typewriter
With 20,000 character
editable memory, 2
line by 40 character
display, dedicated
cursor keys, blockmove/copy/delete,
selective search and
replace, Spell-RightM
75,000 word electronic
dictionary, 300 word
personal dictionary,
W:ord-Right AutogpelM
and lots more.
Reg. $259.95 SAVE $30

Smith Corona
100C Word Processor.
The last word in word
processors, with 24 line
by 80 character 12' CRT
monitor. Address Merge@,
50,000 character internal
memory, Spell-RightO
75,000 word electronic
dictionary, thesaurus,
and built-in disk drive.
Reg. $695 SAVE $45

I
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-- -------

----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SALE
$169.95

-
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--

--
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-

-

--
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-

-

XL 1700 Electronic
Typewriter.
Compact and versatile,
this model features
Right Ribbon System",
WordEraser@, correcting
cassette, full line
correction and lots more.
Reg. $139.95 SAVE $20

word electronic

dictionary, WordFindE
and bidirectional print.
Re. $199.95
SAVE $30

-

--

SALE
$119.95
Smith Corona

Smith Corona
XD 4700 Memory
Typewriter.
Major features
include 7,000
character editable
memory, 16 character
display, Spell-Right
50,0(X)

i
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----
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SALE
$595

SALE
$399.95
Smith Corona

Smith Corona
PWP 7400 LT
Lptop Personall
W ordProcessor.
It comes with 16 line by 80
character display and efficient
Grammar Right System™m with Word AlertTl Phrase Alert™
and Punctuation Check . It also
has 50,000 character internal
me .mory, built-in disk drive, SpellRight; 90,000 word dictionary,
built-in thesaurus, and more.
Reg. $695 SAVE S100
Bonus: Get a CoronaCalc and
rechargeable battery pack
($119.9Q value) FREE when you
buy a PWP 7000 LT system.

PWP 2100 Word Processor.
A very handy portable word
processor. With 8 line by 80
character display, 42,000
character internal memory,
Spell-RightB 50,000 word
dictionary, Word-RightS
AutoSpell@, Address Merge8,
built-in disk drive and more.
Reg. $449.95 SAVE S50
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MIT COOP AT KENDALL-

3 CAMBRIDGE CENTER
M-F 9:15-8:30 SAT 9:15-5:45
OPEN SUN. THRU XMAS NOON-6
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COOP CHARGE, MASTER CARD, VISA AND AMEFUCAN EXPRESS ARE WELCOMEI
FREE PARKING AT KENDALL: AFTER 5 WEEKDAYS AND ALL DAY SAT AT CAMBRIDGE CENTER GARAGE
'WITH SALES RECEIPT SHOWING S MIN. COOP PURCHASE: VAUDATE AT CASHIER'S DESK AT THE COOP
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0,000 rally in Common

1

(Continued from page 1)
said. "I know that's bad planning
in terms of what's going on globally, but it works with MIT's
schedule."
The MIT Initiative for Peace
will likely work to get students to
attend a march on Washington,
DC, tentatively planned by the
Campaign for Peace in the Middle East for Jan. 26, Loh said.
Even though participation in

I
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THE TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE SEMINAR AT MIT

presents

z

the group has waned recently,
Loh said interest in the group is
-steadily increasing. "At our first
meeting in late October," he said,

ff

"we had about 10 people." Now,

a

approximately 30 to 40 students
attend the group's weekly meetings. Also active in the campus
anti-war effort are Physics Professor Vera Kistiakowsky and
Episcopal Chaplain Scott Paradise, Loh added.

I

EP-HE

No students on committee
Architecture and Planning Jean
P. de Monchaux was appointed
based on the recommendation of
a committee which did include
students. "Some have had students, and some have not," he
said.
The UA governance committee
has begun pestering to solicit student opinions about important
qualities for the dean of engineering and what his or her priorities should be. The UA committee then plans to present
"huge packets" of student opinions "to every member of the advisory committee and to
Wrighton," Godfrey said. "We
need as much student input as

(Conlinuedfrom page 1)
Wrighton argued that "students do provide an important
perspective," but that they would
have ample opportunities to express their opinions either at the
forums or directly to committee
members. He stressed that he
"takes seriously the views of
students."
The US sponsored a campaign
to have students represented on
the advisory committee. "We
worked very systematically and
went through all the appropriate
channels," UA President Manish
Bapna '91 said. "The need for
student representation was well
heard throughout the administration."
Despite the absence of students
on the advisory committee,
Bapna said he remained optimistic about providing student input
to this committee and about having students serve on other advisory committees.
Wrighton said that this committee did not set a precedent in
any way for future advisory committees. He noted that Dean of
---

II

Professor of Paleontology, Harvard University

The Natural History of
Human Evolution:
Implications for Human Nature

possible."

Wrighton said that he will get
an interim report from the advisory committee next week, but
that there was no absolute deadline for any appointments. The
current dean of engineering, Gerald L. Wilson '61, has indicated
that he will step down on
Jan. 15, but Wrighton indicated
that "this doesn't mean a regular
appointment to the deanship has
to be made Jan. 16."
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BOOK NOW
FOR THE HOLIDAYS
ROUND TRIPS

for

From

December 4,5 at 7:30 pm
in Kresge Little Theater
Please bring a prepared
song and proper dancing
attire. For info call
253-6294

Montreal .............. $94

I
WE ARE AS AUINORMD
EALER FOR

i

ONY:
547-2727

I

ONJ THE RIG ERUIPMT
MaAUDIC

PARAIG

CAM

IAATURE
Sow
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_

LAX/SFO/SEA .....$298
Colorado Springs $298
Chicago .............. $238
London ......
' "$435
Amsterdam '."6..6..$398
Brussels ....... a...a$398
Tokyo ................. $749
Taipei ........ a...... $819
Bangkok ....... 8.4.8$999
Sydney............ $1,209

* Fares subject to change
@ ID cards issued on spot
* EURAIL & BRITRAIL
passes issued on spot
11

FOR COMPBIUM~PICIAG
WIMAN

Consultants experience a rare combination
of developing business strategies and
affecting public policy. Consultants hone
their analytical and creative skills working
on projects such as:

BOSTON m aWM

GUM
w
SONY m

V.

Marketing Strategies
•Negotiating Joint Venture Arrangements
•product Development
•Policy Analysis
Empire Blue Cross and Blue Shield'is
looking for a few bright and motivated
individuals to join its Corporate Marketing
Division.
•Developing

I

Please come to our Information-Session on
Thursday, December 6, at 6 pm in Toubman
Centers Room 40, at the Kennedy School of
Governments 79 J.. F OK. Street, Harvard

-1

11I
I

University.

CAMBRIDGE'
I= 12

AK
VE

Additional information is availableinyour
Office of CareerServices. Plekase send resumes

'! 266-6014 1'
'266-557

to the attention of Eric Schlesinger, 26thfloor,

95 Vam shm
Cwkrpr, MA12139

L

Corner of Mass. Ave and Vassar in the
Metropolitan Storage Warehouse.

I

adou

622 hirdAvenue, New York, N.Y. 1001 7.
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-
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ITs crime
Survey:.
index highest in state
(Continuedfrom page 1) impression,," Glavin said. She
noted other issues not explained
in the survey.. MIT is an open
campus, where crimes are often
committed by non-students, she
said.
Also, many car thefts are comrnitted over the summer. Some
stolen cars have been found near
"chop shops." She said these
crimes are clearly committed by
professionals and should not be
considered campus crime.
The report -did not consider
off-campus crimes involving stu_

Ib

I

-1
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I-

e
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Offers opportunities to
articulate individuals for
telefund. Enthusiasm and,
good communication skills
a must. Competitive wages!
Afternoons and evenings.
Apply at Suite 303,
295 Huntington Ave., or
call 617-266-4224.

-

-

--

---

The MIT Ring
Collection By
Colles

Museum of Fine Arts

dents. The Campus Police do not
have jurisdiction at the fraternities in Boston. As a result, Glavin does not know how many
off-campus crimes were not included in the report's results.
"I wouldn't begin to guess. I
wouldn't say it's a great deal,"
she said.
The USA Today report published statistics on 494 schools.
The average campus crime rate
for the report was 26 crimes per
1000 students. USA Today will
continue its series on campus
crime every day this week.
·--

_.
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Exclusively At
AMT COOP AT KENDALLi

j

3CAMBRIDGCENTER
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Career Opportunities
at Morgan

L

for MassachusettsInstitute of Technology students

Violent crimes and assaults

interestedin

Boston Univ.

,

MIT

~~~~~~~E

Corporate Finance
Research
Salaes
Trading

Is Assault
&3Violentcrime

Harvard
o1

20

0

30
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crimes per 1000 students
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Humanities will offer
Chinese classes in fall
(Continuedfrom page 1)
Foundation of Taiwan. The foundation gives grants to schools
show a strong interest and
which
·
commitment to the study of China and the Chinese language.
FLL will know in May if it was
allotted a sufficient amount
-of-,money- to.- suppqrq the new

program.
'T"The chances of having the
program succeed look promising,
but it's too early to say," de
Courtivron said.
The Chinese program is modeled after the Japanese one,

where student participation is
seen as important, said Philip
S. Khoury, acting dean of the
School of Humanities and Social
Science. "If the number of undergraduates taking Chinese at
Harvard and Wellesley is any in,dication of the students'- interests
the Chinese program will have
their full support,' he said.
The dean called the Chinese
initiative a "phased-in program,
[in which] we will try to keep
adding to the program as time
goes on."

Pleaseplan to attendour
informationpresentationon
7hesday,December 4
7:00pm
Al majors welcome
Confirm the time and location with your placement office
J.P Morgan is an equal opportunity employer
II

JPMorgan
L
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DON'T RIDE GREYHOUND FOR
HOLIDAY-TRAVEL!
:

i

OUND)

GG

Is Greyhiund using you to exploit it s workers? For the holiday season,
Greyhound is spending $5 million on advertising to attract student riders.
Yet they won't negotiate ao fair contract with their unionized workers,, who
sacrificed their salaries to help save the company. The strike Is now 8
months old. Greyhound's safety record is under serious investigations In
where incidents of unsafe oprations have occurred
sever al stats

DON'T BUY INTO INJUSTICE !
UsCANYO
HELP !:-.'

~~~~iV

Xn
' UE t~o
ii, 0UkljERS0
ON THEE: PICKET LINES..,

{iiiiitil
'i
l 13~&~~\11'711`

E>PI}O
i T'RIINhG WORKERS AND THEIR

I 1COMING

SOON 10 A THEATRE NEAR YOU

TO JOIN UJS IN THE FIGHT FOR
JUSTICE,, CALL:
FRONTLASH

(STUDENT GROUP OF THE AFL-CIO)

1-(800) 833-3250

or (202) 783 3993.

Amalgamated Transit Union and Frontlash.
I
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classified advertising

1990

Political Theory and Praxis: African
American Women Writers in 20th Century
Liberation Movements. Lecture by Dr. Joy
James, Womends Studies Program, University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Sponsored
by the Women's Studies Program and the
Writing Program. 7 pm in Room 37-250.
Info: 253-8844.

Listings
Student activities, administrative offices,
academic departments and other groups both on and off the MIT campus - can
list meetings, activities, and other
announcements in The Tech's "Notes" section. Send items of interest (typed and
double spaced) via Institute mail to "News
Notes, The Tech, Room W20-483," or via
US mail to "News Notes, The Tech, PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge, MA
02139." Notes run on a space-available basis only; priority is given to official Institute announcements and MIT student activities. The Tech reserves the right to edit
all listings, and makes no endorsement of
groups or activities listed.

Dec. 5, 1990
Cambridge Forum presents "Can't We Stabilize Earth's Population," featuring Lincoln Chen, Professor of International
Health at Harvard School of Public
Health. Dr. Chen will discuss the relationship between population growth and the
environment. 8 pm at 3 Church Street in
Harvard Square.

Classified Advertising in The Tech:
S5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.

Driving to Philadelphia for the holiday break? Are you leaving Fri.,
Dec. 21 or later? Do you have room
for 1 or 2 more people in your car?
If so, please call Marie at 2258526 and leave a message including a callback time.

Join the MIT Diving Team!
The MIT Varsity Diving Team needs
athletes. Winter sport - evening
workouts - novice or experienced.
If interested call Coach Brad Snodgrass at 926-4918 or Swim Coach
John Benedick at 253-4490.

Legal Problems? I am an experienced attorney and a graduate of
MIT who will work With you creatively to solve these problems, answer -your legal questions and provide legal representation. My officeis conveniently located in downtown Boston just minutes from MIT
via MBTA. Call Attorney Esther
Horwich, MIT '77 at 523-1150.

Start-up robotics company, profit-

Dec. 4, 1990

Dec. 6, 1990

Architecture Lectures at MIT: "Constructing the Jefferson City," by Dell Upton, urban theorist, Berkeley. Reception follows.
7:30 pm, Bartos Theater, Wiesner Building, 20 Arnes St. Info: 253-7791.

The Great Caller ID Debate: Francis Collins, James Katz, and Gary Marx discuss
important questions that arise from local
telephones with "Caller ID" and 800 and
900 services with Automatic Number Identification. 4 pm to 6 pm, Bartos Theater,
Wiesner Building.

able, founded 1988, seeks another
energetic mind and pair of hands
for general duties, answering
phone to marketing to engineering.
Not for faint-of-heart. 500%
growth in 1990. Low pay, hard
work, family atmosphere, great future. Northeast Robotics, Inc., P. O.
Box 421, New Boston, NH 03070.
I

a-·
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Want to earn
some extra
money during
AP?, .
YatUr

w1-wt

i1Y

We are looking for MIT
students to telephone
non-donor alumni/ae for
contributions to the
MIT Alumni/ae Fund.
$7/hour
evening and weekend
hours
Jan. 7 - 25.

Everything you need to
know about:
*StudentTravel
-Air Fares
e Rail Passes
e Car Rental/kLasing
G*Work Abroad

,StudyAbroad
· Int'l Student & Teacher ID
& MUCH MORE.°.
CALL foryour FREE copy'

Stratton Student Center
MIAlT., W20-024
225-255
-

I

sentatives. Excellent opportunity to
earn money and free trips, work
flexible hours and acquire useful
work experience. Call Horizon Unlimited Travel 1800) 232-3999.
The Tech Subscription rtates: $19
one year 3rd class mail (035 two
years); $52 one year 1st class mail
($100 two years); $5 one year air
mail to Canada or Mexico or surface mail overseas; $135 one year
air mail overseas; $8 one year MIT
Mail (2 years $15). Prepayment

tative Wanted - outgoing, aggressive, self-motivated individuals or
groups to market Winter and Spring
Break trips on carhpus. For more information contact Student Travel
Services 1-800-648-4849.
L-L
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Pressure'

Our challenge is to approach every problem
with this perspective. Our challenge is also to
develop the attitude that only the best effort
is acceptable and the belief that we can, in
fact, produce the best swerL
While we struggle and learn we need to
remid each other that we have chosen the
finest and most chalegng educational
institution of its ldnd, and that the confidence
and recogniton will eventually come.

* Cg6iiy 7

Fi~coaffa

a

1his experience comes the same way
scientific hlowledge is obtained: by testing in
a real situation. When we face the challenges
of solving real and'difficult problems; when
we solve problems others have attempted
and have not solved; when we break ground
with new knowledge; when we see our own
solutions tested by reality ad verified, then
we acquire confidence And self-esteem. There
simply is no other way. And recognition,
when it comes, is fully deserved.
In the most basic terms, we gain confidence
and self-esteen not by reducing challenges,
but by meeting and overcomig them. Les
pressure does not produce self-esteem, and
it certainly does not provide confidence.

X~er wtlner
i66tm net
in

II

I

Confidence and self-esteem, rather, are
inward manifestations of a very
-special experience-

IL)M
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Q

i
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,smow 'y
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Wanted: Spwrng Break Sales Repre-

Tfravwl/On-Caapus Sales Represen-

The challenge to our confidence and self-esteem can bi enormous and leads to pressur
to "measure up".
- There is a temptation to suggest changes to
reduce this pressure: a lighter course load,
easier gradnmg, easier coues, less
homework, etc.
Experience teaches us that ill the long rung
self-esteem and confidence cannt come

Deck 3- Dec. 7
t

s~·
,.

..
.

Pressure to excel is inherent in any institution that strives to be the best of its kind. For
many of us, M.I.T. is our first experience in
an envdrowmunent where the problems are so
challenging and where our fellow students
are so capable.

Interested?
Fill out an application
in Room 10-140 or
contact Gail Johnson at
253-8184.
i

---
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own TV, refrigerator. Use: kitchen,
washer/dryer, garage. 15 minutes
from Harvard Square. Near: public
transportation, Mass. Ave., Routes
2, 3, 128, 93. Call: 617-6487425.

Tl-lrd-in a series.

r,0

Catalog!

II

Room for Rent. Furnished, linens;
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For u-ndergrad uates in-ted iX
n MINOR programs
in Humanities, Arts, and Socital Sciences (HASS)

field office:

contact the appropriate
Anth ropolog1A rchaeo
log .ge

. . . . . . . . .

Economics . ....................

*. . . . . . . . *

Film and Media Studies...
.........
Foreign Languages .......
French
German
Russian
Spanish'
*

I
I

,"

.....

.

. .

. .I *

A

.

Literature ............

,I

VIVv ffIEL&

. .
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*. . . . .
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*. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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........
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. e ... 20B1 31 .......3-3065
........ E52-380
....3-0951
........ 14N-414 ........ 3-3599
........ 14N-307 ........3-4771

. ... E51-210 ....... 3-4965
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. . . . . . . . . .
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Philosophy ..........
Political Science...
.Psychology...........
Science, Technology, and Society .

. .

. . . .

.

* .

.

.

.

.

.

.e

*. . . . . . . . .

* .

.

.
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e. . . .

* .
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. . . . . .
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...........
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.... .

* .. O............

Urban Studies and.,Planning... .
Women's Studies ... * ........
..
.
Writing ...-....... ...............

.

.

*

@

.

.

.

.

**

-

@@

.

-

.........

.

.

. ..

*

e

.

* -..............

.

.

* . . . .

. . *.

....... 10-303 .....
*
e.14N-409 ...
..... .14N-207...
....... 20D213...

.... 8-8438
o ... 3-3581
..... 3-32.10
.. e..3-4141
....... E53-460.. e.... 3 3649
....... EIO-008...
.... 3-0482
....... E51-128.. ..... 3-0457
...... W 16-015 e .... 3-28377
...... I7-338C o.. ..... 34409
...... .14E-316e.e ..... 3-8844
....... 14E-303...
.... 3-7894
I

*. . . . . .
.

M lsic ...............

Theater Arts ........

.

.

History .............. ........ ....................
History of Art and rrh f n ----

I

. . . . * . . . . .

.

. .

. .

. . . .

. . . . . . . . .o

* . . . . .
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For general in.formation contact the HASS Information Of ice 14N4 '08, x3-4441.
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CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
Kid Crash, D.T. Boyz, X-plicit, Teased,
and Fatal Hesitation perform in an l&+
ages show at 9 pm at the Channel, 25
Necco Street, near South Station in
downtown Boston. Tickets: $5. Telephone: 451-1905.
Adventure Set and Mystery Jones perform at 9 pm at Necco Place, One Necco
Place, near South Station in downtown
Boston. Tickets: $4.50. Tel: 426-7744.

THEATER
The Eumenides, Aeschylus' Oresteio finale, asking the question, "Can a system
created by and for men ever really find a
place for women?", is presented at 8 pmn
at the Arena Theater, Tufts University,
Medford. Also presented December 5
to 8. Tickets: $3 to $6. Tel: 381-3493.

JAZZ MUSIC

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

Human Feel, The Joe Morris Trio,
Shock Exchange, and The Aardvark Jazz
Orchestra perform as part of Jozzstage
'90 at Nightstage, 823 Main Street, Cambridge, just north of MIT. Tickets: $9.
Telephone: 497-8200.

* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
Edie BricLell & New Bohemians and
Aztec Camera perform at 7:30 at the
Orpheum Theatre, Hamilton Place,
Bbston. Tickets: $20.50. Telephone:
931-2000.

* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * *
Living Colour performs at 7:30 at the
Orpheum Theatre, Hamilton Place,
Boston. Tickets: S20.50. Telephone:
931-2000.

THEATER
* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *

A Child's Christmas in Wales, Dylan
Thomas' story of a young boy's remembrances of past Christmases,
opens today at the Lyric Stage Theatre, 54 Charles Street, Beacon Hill,
Boston. Continues through December 23 with performances Wednesday-Saturday at 8 pm and Sunday at
3 pm. Tickets: 513.50 to $17.50. Telephone: 742-8703.

* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
The Dave Holland Quartet performs
at 8:00 & 10:30 at Ryles, 212 Hampshire Street, Inman Square, Cambridge. Also presented December 5
and 6. Telephone: 876-9330.
Billy Novick and Guy Van Duser perform at 9 pm at the Regattabar, Charles
Hotel, Harvard Square, Cambridge.
Tickets: $5. Telephone: 661-5000.

0

* * a CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
The Coolidge Corner Theatre presents
Fantasia (1940, Walt Disney) at 5:00,
7:30, &9:55 and Interrogation (1990,
Poland) at 4:45, 7:15, & 9:45 at 290
Harvard Street, Brookline, at the
Coolidge Corner T-stop on the "C"
green line. Film continue indefinitely.
Telephone: 734-2500.
The Regent Theater presents The Icicle
Thief (1990, Maurizio Nichetti) at 5:30,
7:15, &9:00 at 7 Medford Street, Arlington Center, Arlington, on the #77 bus
line from the Harvard T-stop. Also presented December I to 6. Tickets: $4.50
general, $2.50 seniors and children. Telephone: 643-1198.
The Harvard Film Archive continues its
Tuesday series Women Filmmakers with
Beyond Good and Evil (1977, Liliana
Cavani, Italy) at 5:30 &8:00 at the Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts, Harvard University, 24 Quincy Street, Cambridge. Tickets: $4 general, $3 seniors
and children. Telephone: 495-4700.

Garrison Fewell performs at the Willow
Jazz Club, 699 Broadway, Ball Square,
Somerville. Telephone: 623-9874.

CLASSICAL MUSIC

DANCE
* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
The Nutcracker continues through
December 30 as a presentation of
Boston Ballet at the Wang Center, 270
Tremont Street, Boston. Performances are Wednesday-Saturday at
7:30, Sunday at 6:30, with weekend
matinees at 2:00. Tickets: $16 to $49.
Telephone: 931-2000.

The Longy Chamber Winds perform
works by J. C. Bach, Krommer, Gordon
Jacob, and Mozart at 8 pm in the Edward Pickman Concert Hall, Longy
School of Music, 27 Garden Street,
Cambridge. No admission charge. Telephone: 876-0956.

FILM & VIDEO
The Harvard Film Archive continues its
Wednesday series Evolution of Silent
Cinema with Blackmail (1929, Alfred
Hitchcock) at 5:30 and L'Age d'Or
(1930, Luis Bunuel, France) at 8:00 at
the Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts,
Harvard University, '24 Quincy Street,
Cambridge. Tickets: $4 general, $3 seniors and children, $6/$5 for the double
feature. Telephone: 495-4700.

EXHIBITS

I

The Icicle Thief (1990, Maurizio Nichetti) at the Regent Theater. See December 4 listing.

Th. Spanic Boys, Lazy Susan, and Kill
Devil Blues perform in an 18+ ages
show at the Rat, 528 Commonwealth Avenue, Kenmore Square, Boston. Telephone: 536-2750.

United performs at 9 pm at Necco Place,
One Necco Place, near South Station in
downtown Boston. Tickets: $4.50. Telephone: 426-7744.

JAZZ MUSIC
John Lurie and The Lounge Lizards perform at 7:30 & 10:30 at Nightstage, 823
Main Street, Cambridge, just north of
MIT. Tickets: $16 advance/$17 day of
show. Telephone: 497-8200.

Emerson Dance Theatre performs works
by Janet Thisey Craft, Marlena Yannetti,
and others at 8 pm in the Circle Theatre,
69 Brimmer Street, Boston. Also presented December 6 and 7 at 8 pm and December 8 at 2 pm & 8 pm. Tickets: $8
general, $6 seniors and students. Telephone: 578-8785 or 578-8786.

Violist Christof Huebner and pianist
Bonnie Andersona perform works by
Bach and Shostakovich at 12:30 in the
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston's auditorium, 600 Atlantic Avenue, across from
South Station in downtown Boston. No
admission charge. Telephone: 973-3454
or 973-3368.

Pat Benti and The Shaboom Band perform in In Dreams, a tribute to Ray
Orbison, at 9 pm at the Channel, 25
Necco Street, near South Station in
downtown Boston. Tickets: $6.50 advanee/S7.50 at-the door. Tel: 451-1905.

Delbert McClinton and BMg
Blue Meanies
perform at Johnny D's, 17 Holland
Street, Davis Square, Somerville, near
the Davis Square T-stop on the red line.
Telephone: 776-9667.

The Eumenides at the Arena Theater,
Tufts University. See December 4 listing.

* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * r
The Handel and Haydn Society,
Christopher Hogwood conducting,
performs Handel's Afessiah at 7:30 in
Symphony Hall, corner of Huntington and Massachusetts Avenues, Boston. Also presented December 7.
Tickets: $15 to $35. Telephone:
1-800-382-8080.

Paintings by Henri Seigle, a member of
the original Surrealist group, opens today at the French Library in Boston, 53
Marlborough Street, Boston. Continues
through December 23 with Library hours
Tuesday-Saturday 10-5 and WednesdayThursday 10-8. No admission charge.
Telephone: 266-4351.

* A- *

The Imaginary Invalid, Moliere's satire
of the paranoid hypochondriac who by
his incessant demands makes his family
suffer more than he does, is presented at
10 am at the Spingold Theater, Brandeis University, Waltham. Also presented December 6 at 10 am, December 7 and 8 at
8 pm, and December 9 at 3 pm. Telephone: 736-3400.

FILM & VIDEO
Blue Planet, a panoramic view of Earth
from a vantage point of 200 miles up,
and To The Limit, traveling inside the
body to experience what happens when
we push the limit of physical endurance,
continue indefinitely at the Mugar Omni
Theater, Museum of Science, Science
Park, Boston, near the Science Park
T-slop on the green line. Tickets: $6 general, $4 seniors and children. Telephone:
523-6664.

Heavens Edge, Cartoon Factory, and
Bad Blood perform in a 19+ ages show
at 9 pm at Axis, 13 Lansdowne Street,
Boston, near Kenmore Square. Telephone: 262-2437.

The Ron Carter Quintet performs at
9 pmn at the Regattabar, Charles Hotel;
Harvard Square, Cambridge. Also presented December 6 at 9 pm, December 7
at 8 pm & 10 pm, and December 8 at
9pm &r 11 pm. Tickets: $7 to $11 depending on performance. Telephone:
661-5000.

DANCE
Emerson Damce Theatre at the Circle
Theatre. See December 5 listing..

FILM & VIDEO
The Museum of Fine Arts continues its
series of Painters on Film with Jasper
Johns: Take an Object (1990, Hans Namuth & Judith Wechsler) and Cizanne:
The Late Works (1978, Charles Ames &
Judith Wechsler) at 4:30, and also continues its series American Independents:
PersonalExplorations with A Season in
Hell (1990, Walter Brock &Stephen Roszell), Onle Bann, Two Boazma (1989,
Natalie Sternberg), and Affirmations
(1990, Marlon Riggs) at 6:00 and Water
and Power (1989, Pat O'Neil) and Sumssar: Deat and Rebirth In Cambodia
(1989, Ellen Bruno) at 8:00 in Rtends Auditorium, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Tickets: $5 genfral, S4.50 MFA
members, seniors, and students. Telephone: 267-9300 ext. 306.
* m * 0

Words of the Dying, a, documentary on
the. production of John Cale's The Falkland Suite, is presented at 7 put at the
Institute of Contemporary Art Theater,
955 Boylston Street, Boston. Also presented D~ecember 7-8 and 13-15 at 7 pm
and December 8 & 15 at 5 prm. Tickets:
$5 general, $4 ICA members, seniors,
and students. Telephone: 2664152.
The Mass. College of Art Filmn Society
presents Andy Warhol's Lonesome Cowboys and Vernon Zimmerman's Lemon
Hearts at 7:30 in Room 309, Longwood
Theatre, 364 Brookline Avenue, Boston.
Tickets: S5. Telephone: 232-1555
ext. 214.
The Icicle Thief (1990, Maiurzio Nichetti) at the Regent Theater. See December 4 listing.

CLASSICAL MUSIC

The Ilnrdibk Casuals perform- at the
Paradise, 967 Commonwealth 'Avenue,
Boston. Telephone: 254-2052.
,The Barley Boys, Skip Tracer, and Sid
Arthur perform in an 18+ ages show at
T.T. the Bears, 10 Brookline Street,
Cambridge, just north of MIT. Telephone: 492-0082.
MoJa Nya performs at the Western
Front, 343 Western Avenue,.-Cambridge.
Also presented December 7 and B. Telephone: 492-7772.
Menfolk, Molly McQuires Heavy Drinkers, and Ivan &The Mediators perform
in an 18+ ages show at the Rat, 528
Commonwealth Avenue, Kenmore Square,
Boston. Telephone: 536-2750.
C.J. Chenier and The Red Hot Louisiana Bard perform at Johnny D's, 17
Holland Street, Davis Square, Somerville, near the Davis Square T-stop on
the red line. Telephone: 776-9667.
Rip Off, Take No Prisoners, and Real
World perform at 9 pm at Necco Place,
One Necco Place; near South Station in
downtown Boston. Tickets: $4.50. Telephone: 426-7744.

JAZZ MUSIC

* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
The Tallis Scholars perform works by
Francisco Guerrero, William Byrd,
Heinrich Isaac, Orlando Lassus, and
Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina at
8 pm in Sanders Theatre, Harvard
University, Quincy and Kirkland
Streets, Cambridge. Tickets: $10 to
$14. Telephone: 661-1812.

Olga Roman, NUil Bermejo, Flor de
Cana, and El Eco perform as part of
|azzutage V90 at Nightstage, 823 Main
Street, Cambridge, just north of MIT.
Tickets: S9. Telephone: 497-8200.

THEATER
Yeomen of the Guard, Gilbert & Sullivan's tragically comic light opera centered on two lovestruck circus performers in London Tower Green ir the mid1500s, is presented at 8 pm by the
Harvard Gilbert &Sullivan Players at the,
Agassiz Theatre, Radcliffe Yard, Cambridge. Also presented Decenber 7 at
8 pm, and December 8 at 2 pmr Tickets:
$7 and $9 evenings, $5 and $7 matinees,
$2 discount to students, $15 and $20 for
Dec. 6 to benefit Shelter Inc. Telephone:
495-2663.
Feeding the Bea~st, Eliza Wyatt's comedy
of two big-city writers competing to get,
published opens today as a presentation"
of UNIT 11at the Leland Center, BostonCenter for the Arts, 539 l'remont Street,
Boston. Continues through December 22
with performances Thursday-Saturday~ at
8 pmn. Tickets: $8.50. Tel: 566 D083.'
' IV * * *,

Seiji Ozawa conducts
the Boston Symphony
Orchestra on Dec.
6-8, 11, 14, & 15.

The Cuess Who, Johnny Barnes Under
Cover, Close Enough, and Sie-s-men
Gypsy perform at 9 pm at the Channel,
25 Necco Street, near South Station in
downtown Boston. Tickets: S6.50 advaneeXS7.50-At the door. Tel: 45f11905.

William Clarke and Billy Blue & The
Blazers perform at Ed Burke's, 808 Huntington Avenue, Boston, on the 'E' green
line. Telephone: 232-2191.

The Dave Holland Quartet at Ryles. See
December 4 listing.

The Boston College Symphony Orchestra, with pianist Sandra Hebert, performs Beethoven's-Symphony No. 5 and
Ravel's Piano Concerto at 8 pm in Room
100, Gasson Hall, Boston College,
Chestnut Hill. No admission charge.
Telephone: 552-4843.

Mannheim Steamroller performs in A
Fresh Aire Christmas 1990 at the Colonial Theatre, 106 Boylston Street, Boston. Also presented December 7 to9.
Telephone: 426-9366.

Sexagenery, a workshop production by
Joan Gale of her experimental piece asking 'what is the female and male persona?", is presented at 8 pm at Mobius,
354 Congress Street, Boston. Also presented December 7 and 8. Tickets: S6
general, $4 seniors and students. Telephone: 542-7416.

The Bruce Gcrtz Quartet performs at the
Willow Jazz Club, 699 Broadway, Ball
Square, Somerville. Telephone: 623-9874.
The Ron Carter Quintet at the Regattabar, Charles Hotel. See December 5
listing.
The Dave Holland Quartet at Ryles. See
December4 listing.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
The Folios Chamber Ensemble iperforms
as part of the MIT Nooi Chapel Series
at 12 noon in the MIT Chapel. No admission charge. Telephone: 253-2906.
* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
The Boston Symphony Orhestra, Seiji
Ozawa conducting,--anct'.The,, Doglegwood Festival Chorus, Jahn Oliver
conducting, with pianist- Peter Serkin,
perform Verdi's Four-Sqcred.Ppieces,
Schoenberg's Piano Concerto, and
Beethoven's Choral Fantasy at 8 pm
in Symphony Hall, corner of Huntington and Massachusetts Avenues,
Boston. Also presented December 7
at 2pm and December 8 at 8 pm.
Tickets: $18 to $47.50. Telephone:
266 1492.
_
I
L'Accademia
Musicale Siicilisia, Gaetano Colajanni conducting, performs at
8 pm at the Cambridge Multicultural
Arts Center, 41 Second Street, )Cambridge. Also presented December 7. Telephone: 577-1400.
The Jordan Winds perform works' by
Stephen Halloran, Fountain, Weill, and
Hartley at 8 pm in Jordan Hall, New England Conservatory, 30 Gainsborough
Street at Huntington Avenue, Boston.
No admission charge. Tel: 262-1120
ext. 257.
The Longy Chamber Winds perform
Iworks by Bach, Krommer, and Mozart at
112:30 in the Federal Reserve Bank of
|Boston's auditorium, 600 Atlantic AveInue, across from South Station in down|town Boston. No admission charge. Telephonte: 973-3454 or 973-3368.
The Longy Flute Orchestra performs
works by Joseph Kreines, Viadana, Niverd, Hobson, Thielman, Datshkovsky,
and Marjorie Jeffries at 8 pmn in thegEdward Pickman Concert Hall, Longy
.School of Music, 27 Garden Street,
Cambridge. No admission charge. Telephone: 876-0956.
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Eric Bogosian (pictured here in Talk Radio) performs in Sex, Drugs, Rock & Roll at the Wilbur
Theater through Dec. 9.

Walt Disney's Fantasia continues indefinitely at the Coolidge Corner
Theater.
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EXHIBI1TS
The Museum School 10th Annuaal Exhi.
bition find Salle,.worrks by faculty, students, andl alumni/ae, opens today in the
Grossman Gallery, School of the Museum of Fine Arts, 230 The Fenway, Boston. Continues through December I I
with gallery hours weekdays 11-8 and
weekends 12-5., Telephone: 267-6100
ext. 718.

The Boston, Chamber Mask ·Socletyj
with harpist Nancy Allen, per~forms
works by Debussy, Beethoven, and
Schoenberg at 8 pm in Jordan Hall, New
England Conservatory, -30 0ainsborough
Street at Huntington Avenue, Boston.'
.'ickets: $8, $14, & $20 general, $2 discount to seniors and -students. Telephone: 241-5577.

The Haivard-adcliffe- Orckesra -per
forms 'works by -%ber, ,Brarhms, and
Tchaikovsky at 8 pm in Sanders Theatre,
Harvard University, Quincy- and Kirkland
Strtiets, Cam~bridge.-.Tickets: $5 ,to $16.
Telephone: -SW500.

CRITICS' CHOICE-·. a r
Tribe perform at 7 pm in a'n8+
ages show and at 10 pra in a 21 +
ages show at the Paradise, 967 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston.lTele-~
phone: 254-2052.
The Bond, Us Fleck an(L the Flecktones, and The Breeze perform at 9~pm
at the Channel, 25 Necco Street, near
South Station in downtown Boston.
Tickets: $10. Telephone: 451-1905.
* * *~CRITICS' CHOICE * * *I
Robert Fripp and His League: of
Crafty Guitariists perform at 10 pmn at
Nightstage, 823 Main Street, Cambridge, just north of MIT. Telephone:
497-8200.
**+*

I

CLASSICAL MUS~IC

Dogs Allowed performs in an MIT
Stqf Noon Series'c~ricert at 12 noon in
Kilfian Hall, kiIIT Hayden Memorial Library Building 14. No admission charge.
Telephone: 253-2906.

The Boston Cedfin, Donald Teeters con-ducting, performs A Christmas Vespers,
music of Claudio Mfonteverdi, at 8 pm at
Church of the Advent, 30 Brimmer,
Street, Boston. Also presented December 9 at 3 pm at AU Saints Church, 1773
Beacon Street, Brookhinc..Tickets: $8,
$16, and $25 general, S2 discount to seviors and students., Telephone: 232-4540. r

CONYTEMPOIBRARY MUSI CB

· I-1
P

The Boston University Symphony Orchestra performs Hindernith's Sysmphonic
Metamorphosisof Themes by Weber and
Brahms' Symp~hony No. 4 in-E minor at
8 pm in the Tsai Performance Center,
685 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston.
Tickets: $5 general, $3 seniors and students. Telephone: 353-3345.
IbpersScents from Carmen, Abd~uction
from the Seraglio, Pimpione, Cosi Fan
Tutte. and Adrius Caesarare presented by
the Boston Conservatory Opera Department at 8 pm in the Studio~Theater,
8 The Fenway, Boston. Also presented
December 8. No admission charge. Tele`phone: 536-6340.

2

ThemTb
Firebird, a -giant shadow puppet
spectacle based on Stravinsky's ballet
suite, is presented as a presentation of
-The Underground Railway Theater at
7:30 at the Arlington Center for the
Arts, 41 Foster Street, on the #77 MBTA
'bus line from Harvard Square. Also presented December
and 15 at 1:00 &
3:00. Tickets: $8 general, $6 children.
Telephone: 643-6916.

Emerson Dance Theatre at the Circle
Theatre. See Decembier 5 listing.

The Museum of Fine Arts begins its series Internal Exile. New Films~from Chile
with Lizairds' Toles (1988, Juan Carlos
Bustarnante) at 6:30 and Children of the
Cold' War (1985, Gonzalo Justiniano) at
8: 15 in Remnis Auditorium, 465 Huntington Avenue, Bogton. Tickets: $5 general,
$4.50 MFA members, seniors, and students, Telephone: 267-9300 ext. 306.

r---

JAZZ MUSIC

CRITICS' CHOICE
The MIT jFestivW j= and Conctr
J=a Bands perform at 8 pm in Kresge
Auditorium. Tickets: $1 at the door,
free with MIT/Wellesley student ID.
Telephone: 253-2906.
The Bevan Maa:mn* Trio performs at the
Willow Jazz Club, 699 Broadway, Ball
Square, Somerville. Also presented December 8. Telephone: 623-9874.
The Ron Carter Quintet at the Regattabar, Charles Hotel. See December 5
listing.

* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
Tlie Hitrvard University School of Design presents Alfred Hitchcock's Rope
at 7 pm and Jacques Tatils Playtime
at 9 pm at' 48 Quincy Street, Cam1bridge- Tickets: $2. Tel: 495-4731.

CONTEM~PORARY MUSIC

CLASSICAL MUSIC
The MIT Women's Chorale Christmas
Concert presents Britten's Ceremony of
Caroles, and works by Mozart, Mendelssohn, FaurC, and others, in Killian Hall,
MIT Hayden Memorial Library Building
14. No admission charge. Telephone:
484-8187.
The Zarnir Chtorale and The Klezrnir
Conservatory Band perform Lights3, a
Chanukah concert featuring seasonal
melodies from the ethnic traditions

Lizzy Borden, Syzygy, and Lady Luck
perform at 1:30 in an all ages show at
the Channel, 25 Necco Street, near South
Station in downtown Boston. Tickets:
$6.50. Telephone: 451-1905.
Plate o' Shrimp perform at Johnnyr D's,
17 Holland Street, Davis Square, Somerville, near the Davis Square T-stop on
the red line. Telephone: 776-9667.
Mozamba performs at the Western
Front, 343 Western Avenue, Cambridge.
Telephone: 492-7772.

Subierraneans, Mary Dee Reynolds, and
The Squires perform at 9 pm at Necco
Place, One Necco Place, near South Station. in downtown Boston. Tickets: $5.
Telephone: 426-7744.
Johnny Clyde Copeland and Tall Rich-ard & The Nlteowls perform at Ed
Burke's, 808 Huntington Avenue, Boston, on the VE green line. Telephone:
232-2191.
Jurnpin' Blues Dlance Party, featuring
Roll With It, is presented at 4 pm at the
Western Front, 343 Western Avenue,
Cambridge. Admission: $2 w'ith MIT ID.
Telephone: 492-7772.
Voice 'of the Turtle performs Ladders of
Gold, musical legacy of the Spanish Jews
of Yugoslavia and Bulgaria, at 8 pm in
Sanders Theatre, Harvard University,
Quincy and Kirkland Streets, Cambridge. Tickets: $12.50 advance/$14.50
day of show. Telephone: 524-6698.
Mannrheim Steamroller in A R~esh Aire
Christmars 1990 at the Colonial Theatre.
See Decem~ber 6 listing.

THEATEREI
Fairy Tales, Faerie Tails, the Emma
Goldman Gypsy Players' latest raucous
revue of comedy, costume, and song, is
presented in a benefit for Bo~aon's Queer
Nation at 8 pm in MIT Building 66.
Tickets: $8. Telephone: 497-6907.
Yeomen of the Guuard
Oresented by the
Harvard Gilb~ert &tSullivan Players at the
Agassiz Theatre, Radciliffe Yard. See Decernber 6 listing.
Joan Gale's Sexargenery at Mobius. See
Decempber 6 listing.
The Firebird presented by The Undergroudid Railway Theater at the Arlington
Center for the Arts. See December 7
listing.
The Eulmenides at tho Arena Theater,
Tufts University. See December 4 listing.
The Iniaginary Invalid at the Spingold
Theater, Brandeis University. See December 5 listing.

POETRY
Roberts Reeder and Joan Tracktman
read at 2 pm at the Boston Visual Aitists
Union, 33 Harrison Avenue, Boston. No
admissioAgcharge. Telephone: 695-1266.

I

Moo~a Nya at the Western Front. See December 6 lisfing. I

JAZZ MIUSIC
The Ron Carter Quintet at ihe Regattabar, Charles Hotel. See Decembrer 5
fisting.
arr--r
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The Blevan Manson Trio at the Willow
Jazz Club. See Decemb~er 7 listing.

CLASSICA=L MIUSIC
* * *t CRITICSIKCHOICE * * *
The MCIT Symphony qrahest=a, with
pianist'J'ung-Mli Kanmg, performs
works by Rossini, Chopin, and Mussorgsky at 8:30 in Kresge Auditorium.
Tickets: $1 at the door, free with
MIT/Wellesley student, ID. Tele,phone: 253-2906.

-THEATER
Samuel 11ickett's Not I and Mouthings
from Beckrett and Shakespeare are performed by Kristin Linklater, and Voices
In Confict - a brief collage of scenes
from Shakespeare - is performed by
The Company of Women at 7 pm &
10 pm at the C. Walsh Theatre, Suffolk
University, 55 Temple Street, Beacon
Hill, Boston. Tickets: $25, $50, $100,
and $250. Telephone: 573-8680.

+***

Pianist Russell Sherman performs works
by Schumann, Schubert, and SchaubertLisz~t at 8 pm in. Paline Hall, Music Building, Harvard University, Cambridge. No
admission charge. Telephone: 495-0583.

LITERAiTUOE
Poets 1Edwinp Honig, Olga Broumas, and
others read in a Special Benefit Reading
for. The Agni Review at 8:15 at The
Blacksmith House, Cambridge Center
for Adult Education, 56 Brattle Street,
Harvard Square, Cambridge. Tickets:
$10. Telephone: 547-6789.

The Boston University Wind Ensemble
with The Concert Choir perform works
by~Dahl, Rochberg, Straviinskyr, and Hindemith at 8 pm in the Tsai Performance
Center, 685 Commonwealth Avenu'e,
Boston. No admission charge. Telephone: 353-3345.
lTae Simmons
lilege hoa~rale
performs
at 8 pmn in the Emmanuel Chapel, Emmanuel College, 400 The Fenway, Boston. No admission charge. Telephone:
738-2124.

EXHIBIITS
(no~tso) Simple Pleasures, artwork examining various subtle strategies that artists
use to embed potent meaning within an
attractive object or image; and The Mfissfog Picture, alternative contemporary
photography from the Soviet Union,
works by five artists addressing the ideological functions of the photographic
medium, open today at the List Visual
Arts Center, MIT Wiesner Building E15.
Exhibits continue through February 13
with gallery hours weekdays 12-6 and
weekends 1-5. No admission charge.

Opera Scenes presented by the Boston
Conservatory Opera Department in the
Studio Theater. See December 7 listing.

CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
The Regent Theater presents a David
Lynch double feature, with Blue Velvet (1986) at 4:50 &9:15 and Wild at
Heart (1990) at 7:00, at 7 Medford
Street, Arlington Center, Arlington,
on the l977 bus line from the Harvard
T-stop. Also presented December I
to 13. Tickets: $4.50 general, $2.50
seniors and children (~good for the
double feature). Telephone: 643-1198.

CONTEMCPORARY MUSIC
* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
Indigo Girls perform at 7:30 at the
Orpheum Theatre, Hamilton Place,
Boston. Also presented December 12.
Tickets' S20.50. Telephone: 931-2000.

by Peter E. Dunn

Hot Box, Heavy Head, and Carnal Calrnival perform at 9 prn at Necco Place,
One Necco Place, near South Station in
downtown Boston. Tickets: S4.50. Telephone: 426-7744.
--
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FILM & VIDEO

The Boston Symphony Orchestra and
The Tanglewood Festival Chorus, with'
pianist IPeter Serkin, at Symphony Hall.
See December 6listing.

Tin Pan Alley, Autumn L~ake, Kid Logic,
Wild Side, Dirty Trixx perform in an
18 + ages show at 9 pm at, the Channel,
25 Necco Street, near South Station in
downtown Boston. Tickets: S5. Telephone: 451-1905.

Compiled

I I- -

The Harvard Film Archive continues its
series Women Filmmakers with Adoption
(1975, Marta Mesz~aros, Hungary) at
5:30 & 8:00 at the Carpenter Center for
the Visual Arts, Harvard University, 24
Quincy Street, Cambridge. Tickets: $4
general, $3 seniors and children. Telephone: 495-470G.

The Longy Artists Ensemble performs an
All-Mlartinu concert at 8 pm in the Edward Pickman Concert Hall, Longy
School of Music, 27 Garden Street,
Cambridge. Admission: $5 suggested donation. Telephone: 876-0956.

The French Library in Boston continues
its series of IFilins of Claude Chabrol
with Just Before Nightfall (I 971) at 8 pm
at 53 Marlborough Street, Boston. Also
presented December 8 and 9. Tickets: $4
general, $3 Library members. Telephone:
2"6435 1.
The Harvard Film Archive begins, its
weekend series of Films.ofMiklosr Jancso
with L'Aube (Dawn, 1985, France), with
Miklos Jancso present, at 7 pm. andl Private Vices, Public Virtues (19716, Italy) at
9:30 at the Carpenter Center for the Vi-

~ ~~~~~~listing.

The Ellen Mclllwaine Band and Boston
Baked Blues perform at Johnny D's, 17
Holland Street, Davis Square, Somerville,. near the Davis Square T-stop on
the rcd~line. Telephone: 776-9667.

Heathers-(1989, Mlichael Lehmann) and
Pump Up the Volume (1990, Allan
Moyle) at the' Regent Theater. See December 8 listing.

FILM St&.
VIDEO

Student Choreogrsphies are presented by.
students of the Bo/ston Conservatory
Dance Division at 8 prn in the Boston
Conservatory Theater, 3.1 Hemenway
Street, Boston. Also presented December 8. No admission charge. Telephone:
536-6340.

I I

Christransand The Slaves perform at the
Rat,'528 Commonwealth -Avenaue, Kenmore Square, Boston. Tel: 536-2750.

The Harvard Film Archive continues its
weekenrd series of Fdlms of Miklos Janeso
with Privarte Vices, Pplbsie Virtues (19716,
Italy) at 7 pm and Elektra (1975, Hungary) at 9 pm at the Carpenter Center for
the Visual Arts, Harvard University, 24
Quirncy Street, Cambridge. 'Tickets: $4
general, $3 sefflors and children, $6/$5
for the double feature. Tel: 49514700.

The MIT Lecture -Series Committee pre-,
sents- Backl to the ftture III at 6 pm,
9 pm, and 12 midnight in 26-100. Ad~mis;-1sion: $1.50.Telephone: 258-8881.
CRITICS' CHOICE
The Regent Theater presents Heathers
(1989, Michael Lehmann)'at 5:15 &
9:00 and Pump Uje the Volume (1990,
Allan Moyle) at 7:15 at 7 Medford
Street, Arfington Center, Arlington,
on-the #77 bus line fromthea Harvard
-T-stop. Also presented December 8
and 9 with weekends matin~es of
Pump Up the Volume at 3:20. Tick,ets: $4.50 general, $2.50 seniors and
children (good for the double feature). Telephone: 643-1198.

~

FILMA VI
-DEO

T~ ~he
M~T'Lcture Series-Corniittee preL:·Isents BllrdtLbu a Wlit~ at 7 pm &10 pm in

Joan Gale's Sexanene~ at M~obius.'~See
December 6 listing.

IDANICE

b

THEATER

Exene Cervenka performs at 9 pr at
Axis, 13 Lansdowne Street, Boston, near
D)ANCE
Kenmore Square. Telephone: 262-2437.
Afrksa OyR! presented by Dance Umbrella at the Opera House. See DEPPE~~Eecember
7·
Buffalo Tom, Drumming an Glass, and
listing.
Mark Elftel perform in an 18 + ages
show at 7 pmn at the Paradise, 967 ComStudent Chorwogmphies presented by the
monwealth 'Avenue, Boston. Telephone:
Boston Conservatory Dance Division at
254-2052.
the Boston -Conservatory Theater. See
-December.
pbec~ 7 losting.
Prjroam Slave Dancers, Killjoyand Fusn'-~ sems -Doom- Tkentre~eat the Circle, bans perform in an 18 + ages show at
T.T. the Bears, 10 Brookline Street,
~Theatre. SieDecenrber 5 listing.
Cambridge, just north of MIT. Telephone: 4924)D82.

Y ~eomen
of the Guard~presented by the.
Harvard Gilbert &Suxllivan Players at the
Agassiz Theatre, Radcliffe Yard. S00 decemtber 6 listing.

* * *~ CRITICS' CHOICE * i
Africa 0yj! is presented by Daance
Umbrella at, 8 pm at the Oppera
House, 539 Washington Street, IBoston. Also presented Decemaber 88 at
2 Pni & 8 pm, and December 99 at
3 prn. Tickets: $18, $22, &r$30 gejmnera], 1511discount on day of perrformance to seniors and students. 7Telephone: 492-7578.

PAGE 13

The Imaginary Invalid at the
Spingold Theater, Brandeis
University. See December 5

Mighty Diamonds. Human Rights, and
Danny Tucker perform at 9 pm at the
Channel, 25: Necco Street, near South
Station in downtown Boston. Tickets:
$8.50 advance/$9.50 at the door. Telephone: 451-1905.

The Handel *ad Haydn' Society performs
Handel's Messiah inn Symphofiyi Hall. See
Decemsber 4 listing.

The Motor City Rhythm Kings per
at Johnny D's, 17 Holland Street,I xform
Davis
Square, Somerville - near the E
Square T-stop on &h red line. Telephone: 776-9667.

The Tech
F-9m

* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
The Chorallaries of MIT perform a
Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy Concert at
8 prn in MIT Room 110-250. No ad.
mission charge. Telephone: 225-6193.

The Longy Chambir Singers perform'';
works b9yMendelssohn, Purcell, Vilaldi,,Rossi, and tradlitiiinal European carols at' '
8 PM in the Edwardd Pickman Concert
Hall, Longy School of Music, 27 Garden
Street, Cambr~idge.' AdmixssionS5 sug-'
gested donatiop. -Telephone: 876-0956.

Accademin Musicale Siclians at the
Gear Daddies, Dave Sharp (fromn The
Cambridge Mul~ticultural Arts Center.
Alarm), The Ramn Stormers, and Vindi- -' Si~e LW~imbere
6 listing'.
cators perform at 9 pm At "S, 13
THE'ATE
downe Street, Boston, near KenMiore:
Once In A Lifeftne, Gieorge S. Kalsufman
Square. Telephone: 262-2437.
and Moss Hart's satiric view of the HolSmear
lywoodi success ladder, opens today as a
Third Estate, She Cried, and Pop S
presentation of the American Repertory
perform in an IS + ages show at V.'T.the
)ig, Theaire at,
· the Loeb Drama Center, 64
Bears, 10 Brookline Street, Cambi
Brat;.·
'atle Street, Cambridge. Conatinues
- just north of~jIT.;T-clephdnv.492·
through January 26 -with performances
Tuesday-Saturday at 8 prn, Sunday at
Unomturl Akue, Band 19, and Tobinsto
Mokey perform at the Rati- 528 Com 1 7 prn, with Saturday &rSunday matinees
monwealth Avenue, Kenmore S41 Iuie- at 2 pm. Tickets: $17 to $35. Telephone:
547-8300:
Boston. Telephone:, 536-2750.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1990

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

~~-PBa:~

Organist Richard Heschker performs
works by Mendelssohn, Heron, and
Lernmens at 12:15 in Trinity Church,.
Copley Square, Boston. No admission-charge. Telephone: 536-0944.

The Boston Symphony Orchestra and
The Tanglewood Festivaol Chorus, with
pianist Peter Serkin, at Symphony Hall.
See December6 listing.
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Warren Zevon at the Orpheum Theater
on December 14. Lend Me a Tenor at the
Colonial Theatre, December 18 to 31.
The Ramones at Citi on December 27
(18+) and 28 (21 +). Tit Tuesday at the
Paradise on December 28. Urban Blight 4
at the Paradise on New Year's Eve. Starlight 1Express at the Wang Center, January 8 to 13. Boston Opera Theater in
Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro at the
Colonial Theater, January 23 to February 2.

CLhASSICAL MUSIC
The Boston Symphony Orchestra, Seiji
Ozawa conducting, and American Boychoir, James Litton, director, perform
Tchaikovsk~y's The Nutcrackr at 8 prn in
Symphony Hall, corner of Huntington
and M~assachusetts Avenues, Boston.
Also presented December 14 and 15.
Tickets: $18 to $47.50. tiel: 266-1492.

FILBM &~VIDEO
The Harvard Fflm Archive continues its
Tuesday series Women Filmmakers with
Rose Luxemburg (1985, Margareth von
Trotta, W. Germany) at 5:30 & 9:00 at
the Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts,
Harvard University, 24 Quincy Street,
Cambridge. Tickets: $4 general, $3 seniors and children. Telephone: 495-4700.
Blue Velvet (1986, David Lynch) and
Wild at Heart (1990, David Lynch) at the
Regent Theater. See Decemb~er 10 listing.
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er, Clara, played by Lian-Marie Holmes,
appeared to be a little young for her demanding role, but made up for her lack of
abillity with a childish'charm and obvious
pride in her important position. Dr. Drosselmeyer, the mysterious magical man in
black, delights both the audience and performers with his mechanical dancers and
the performing bear, a new addition to the
traditional Nu~tcracker cast. The role was
playqed by Vadimn Strukov, whaom The Boston Globe called a "lar~ger-tha~n-life,
slightly possessed presence."

THdE NUTCRACKERKE
Presented by Boston Ballet.
Aat the Wang Center, Nov. 23 to Dec. 30.
By AhLISON BARTH
anda EMIL DABORA
HILDREN DOMINATED the Boston

Ballet's Sundaly evening performance of the time-honored famclassic, The Nutcraccker. It
was difficult to tell who enjoyed the show
more - the more than 40 children who
danced on the stage or the crowd of
youngsters dressed in their finest attire
who chattered with curiosity anad excitemnent tharough thne two-hour produc~tion.
With over 250 children from the greater
Boston area appearing in the 48-performance run of the production, most of tlhe
show's acts relied heavily on the children's
charm~ to captivate the audience. No adult
soloists appeared until 45 minutes after the
show begarn, in the snowflake scene.
The central character in Th~e Nutcrack-
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Clari (Lian-Marie "Holme't) and tahe-Nutcratker .Prince (P~eter·TTablor)) ' Wave
goodbye as-they.-leav~e the'Palace--of Swecits.~ ;' -·:i.~·:~;,
!

The Nutcrakcer battles the Mouse King
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portions, dwarfing the characters until- note:- Thkose 'Wvho atttnd 'w' I
they were the same size as invading mice. childrtn, and~ bright'costurmes,-- n-otl- shoi
The Christmas tre'e grows to 45 feet tall in of fabuldiif 'dani'c~ing., The compa~ny, 4ges,,
fro':n of the startled Clara.
fine jqrb of performing 'the myriad i'61'e-si",
This se~ison's production of The Nurt-- needecf for Theg Nutcfacker-`but the lik-cracker comes highly recommended wiih~a blood of the'ifiow ii'irl 'its youth.
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SAVEV$20Hewlett'Packard
HO-19BIl Financial Calculator.
It's H~ewlett Packard'stop-.of-the- ,
line finanrcial. calculator with over
4150 functions, alpha-numeric
key~board, mnenus and soft keys,
igraphics, and iriform9ation
management. ft also offers time,
value, b~onds-Aepreciationn
and,
everything needsed to succeed.
Reg.-$1689.99 SALE $14$9.99
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Ready Beeper By Uniden.
$99*99

ddlmaffmmw-.

$179.99

It m~akes far mosre
sense to own than to
rent! So give the
convenience and
economy of Ready
Beeper by Uniden.
Itcomes with a 12
character display,
battery low indlicator,
lighted display, tone
or vibr~ating alert and
many other features.
.Model #PGN 150
Service Charg~e:
JUST $11.65 per
month, Boston/
Providence area.
Extended service
available.
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h Electro9# ex~m Plus.
q11199.99 T,
ft'off~rs all the samae feattures As the Pocket'~
Rofeodex plus the supcer~convenience of-a
spin dial for easy viewing. Miodel #EL64KPIL.
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COOP CHARGF, MASTER CARD, VISA ANO AMERICAN EXPRESS ARE WEtCOMEI
FREE PARKING AT KENDALL: AFTER 5 WE5EKDAYS AND ALL D;%Y
SA\T AT CAMBRIDGE CENTER GARAGEE.
'WITH SALES RECEIPT SHOWING $5 MIN. COOP PURCHASE: VAUDATE ATfCASHIER'S DESK AT THE C04lop.

3 CAMBRIDGE CENITER
M-F 9:15-8:30 SAT 9:15-5:45
OPEN SUN. THRU CHRISTMAS NOON-6
--- s

Electrodeklm
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MIIT COO)P AT KENDABLL
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The Poket

The World's First Electronic Roloden.Q3
Inaddition to acting as an electronic
Rolodex, italso features reminder notes,,,
calendar,call sheet, currenc~y converter,infrared transfer exchanges and updates
files between two
units. Its 64K
memory handles
all business'card~
needscs.
~~~~a~~odel #EL64BK.
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MCESS;IAH
By Hand~n~el.
MITS Conocert Choir.
With soloists Theresa Cincione, Glor~ia
RaYmOnd, Roc~klandk
Osgood, and9 Kennethh
Goodson G.6
Jbhi'.Oliver, conductor.
~Kragigk Auditoarim; Frida~y, Nov. 30.
''By JONATHAN RICHIMONDE
P'P

K

RESGE CAN RARaELY

HAVE BEEN SO

noQ~'a~e;~n
There -were people fe
hfull:
spilling

cr~horfus had obviously had a
tlhumpin~g good -time blasting~o'ut a highvoltage, "Hallelujah Chorus,' evereybody
was elated and on their feet applauding.
Doing Meiskh~a~
was quite a challenge for
MIT'~s Concert Choir, and they responded
well, if not flfawlwessly.
The best performance of the evening
came from Kenneth Gooadson G. Far·more
than the other soloists, he seemed to appreciate the lyricism of the words and endowed them with subtly inflected meaning.
Although he did not always project with

to

esSi'a

,
's

moving.
maessage, and it was lost on her.
Rockland Osgood put in an adequate
John Oliver's pace was fast - in line
and sometimes interesting showing as ten- with the tenets of the "authentic" mnoveor. Soprano Theresa Cincione had her m~o- ment - and to mixed effect. W8hile: the
ments: Her final aria, "If God be for us," "Hallelujah Chorus" was exhilarating,
was sympathetically done, and had a nice speed-~at times took away from stature and
flow to it. Her singing was, nonetheless, at made it hard for the ensemble to sound
times a trifle dull.
focused or for soloists to be fully expresThe big disappointment came from Glo- sive. There were some bseautifull choral efria Raymond, performing well below her fects, nonetheless, and the men anda womusual standard: Her voice was flat and un- en balanced off against each other nicely.
inspired. "He Wvas despised' was done es- "For unto us a Child is born" was espeIpecially -poorly: This is perhaps one of the cially pleasing in this way, building in
most moving ariars in aH oratorio. Ray- power to celebratory effect.
mond never failed to convey a sense of
prettiness, and her voice was not lacking,
in charm. Buat thkere is a whole lot4 more to
say, a great deal of meaning in the'
a~~L~
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man came death" also had beauty to it,
and possessed power at the same time.
Some other numbers, "Glory ,to God,"
for example, showed some slack, despite
the speed: It is far from easy to be crisp
whene you are racing. Fortunately, the concludiing "Amen chorus" was brilliant in
sound, weighty in delivery, and uplifting in
total effect.
Oliver's orchestra - culled from
Boston-area professionals - was for the
most part pliofiicient and with some nice
solo work, especially on trumpet. The
strings at times sounded thinnish, though,
and were not consistently sharp. Small
lapses didf not, howevrer, detract from the
overall pleasure, which brought the audience~to their feet in applause.
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The MI"T Coneert Band perfdrmed in Kre~sge Audeitorium
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h To ves a surorisisstllght

:ES·
~MBL~E%
\~BITH
and his choice of a new post. He selects e·
;db*·-mrd~Kevin~osmerremote'Westernfort becausehhe feels iti,
~ ~~Gmh~~~m·::;
~~his-last chance to seetefotereo~
~·~i~ii~d~i:~:~raa.
t.
diisappear~s. When ~hearrives, the fort is":

Qc8ren
,ghorks, Harvard~Squarre,

aband~oned, but he decides to fulfil his'
soldierly duties-until reinforcements arri've.',
He soon -come in contact.,with.a ocl~~:
ie~~
Sgl
By MICHEELLE P. PERRY ~;: i-:sol~~,a
fort on both sides, is Mri~i~ dedeby' and'
IRECTING IS OFMNl the desired
gradually integrated into the tribe.
next st inth are-of
r a sucDlunbar is a hero, but not the sort who
cessful' a"'itor. Therefore,, it, is~ wears a cape or packs an Uzi. He is not'
not surprising that Kevin immune to fear, but is able to suppress it
has taken advantage of his curre~nt in order to stand u' for himself and his
rity and attendant power to direct beliefs. D~unbar is a perfect role for
t film, Dances With Wolves. What Costnser, who in-maovies such as The Unrising is that he is also the star and touchab~less, Bull Durham,~m and Fieldl of
lucer. The most pleasant shock of Dreams1 has developed into the Garyr Cooiat Dances With Wolves is excellente, per of the 199~0s. The fact~that an actor
ill probably win Costner several like Costnaer can still succeed in Hollynly Award nominations.
wood is comforting, perhaps because he
ner plays Lt. John J. Dunbar, ai offers an antidote to Sylvester Stallone
soldier in the Civil W~ar, who per- and his proteges.
a bizarre, near-suicidal act which
Costner faced a difficult challenge ine
Jim an award for heroism, a horse,
(Please turn to page 18)
ville, --and Circle'cine~mas.
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Dunbar tries to befriend Two Socks, a curious wolf.
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Above~Right:= John Dunbar (Kevin Costner) and' Stands
With A Fist (Mary McDonnell)
Left:, Kicking. Bird (Graham Greene)
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Pixies rock Orpheum Theatre despite tight crowd
THE PIXIES

where the Pixies performed the last time
around) there would have been more
movement than the pseudo-jumping jacks
in the front rows during 'Dead." The
strobe light kicked in with a guitar-enhanced "Isla de Encanta" and "Crackity
Jones," both played incredibly fast, and
continued through the equally hard-hitting
"Rock Music." The crowd loosened up
near the end.
The Pixies played consistently well and
their serene presence held the crowd. They
breezed through more Bossanova songs:
"Allison," "Is She Weird," the subdued
"Ana," and the ever-spirited "Dig for
Fire." "Gouge Away" was electrifying.
Come On Pilgrim surfaced again to
much approval and enthusiasm with "Ed
Is Dead," as did Surfa la Rosa's "Brokenn
Face." For "Hang Wire" constellations
graced the screen, and during an extended
version of "Vamos" the quick-paced beat
began to take on the. semblance of a war

With My Dad is Dead.
Orpheum Theatre, Thursday, Nov. 29.
By SANDE CHEN
the Pixies
move into the major label arena, they progress to larger audiAtoriums,
and more expensive
ticket prices. Their departure from the
club scene definitely leads to less intimacy
and immediacy. Still, this is a great band
to see live and well worth the decreased
budget.
My Dad is Dead, four dull-looking people from Cleveland, OH, opened for the
Pixies. Their music was too loud and too
boring, and they took too much time conferring and tuning between numbers. The
audience was pretty much unappreciative,
even though the set got slightly better after
the instrument changes. They played for
about 45 minutes and then left.
People who had wisely missed the opening band began filtering in. After a short
wait and dry-ice testing, "Cecilia Ann"
signaled the curtain opening for the Pixies.
Black Francis launched right into "Levitate Me" from Come On Pilgrim, and the
popular "Debaser."
The Pixies continued their 29-song set
with "There Goes My Gun" and the alternative hit "Monkey Gone to Heaven,"
both from Doolittle. The chorus from the
audience could be heard clearly in quieter
parts, as well as later on, in "Here Comes
Your Man," another hit, "Hey," "Where is
My Mind?" and "Vamos."
Next came the first single from Bossanova, "Velouria," followed by "All Over the
World" and "The Happening." The strobe
light made a one-time appearance.
For "Into the White" intense lights
flooded the audience. Smoke traveled everywhere. It got very hot. Then, the tempo
slowed for "Hey" and "Havalina," but
picked up again for "Here Comes Your
Man." Cheering ensued as Kim Deal performed the familiar and obviously wellliked "Gigantic."
Certainly, at any club (and at Citi,
S LOCAL FAVORITES

-
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chant.
Black Francis took out the acoustic guitar and proceeded into "The Holiday
Song." The atmosphere was getting rowdy
Kim Deal introduced the next song as one
that no one had ever heard of, but soon
everyone recognized the UK surf mix of
'Wave of Mutilation.' Almost everyone
swayed to the oh-oh-oh-oh's of "Where is
My Mind?" before letting loose to the final song, "Tame."
The audience stomped and clapped for
quite a while before the house lights came
on. A unanimous boo emanated through
the theater, which was immediately countered by the Pinies playing an encore of
"Wave of Mutilation,"' and so the audience's desire was appeased.
Certainly, the Pixies deserve their majorlabel status, and years from now, people
will say, "Yeah, I saw them in Boston
when they were a Boston band." Be sure
to catch your chance.
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*gyr~o Gyrajustifies live performance reputation'
SPYRO GYRA

fusion style. She was quite in touch with
the audience, and was received well. Her
music lacked the punch, though, that most
of the audience had come fr.
Spyro Gyra has been in existence for 16
years, and has spent much of that time on
the road. As a result, they are masters of
captivating the attention of. their audiences. Featuring the talents of one member
for an entire song was one approach they
used Saturday night.
Their first feature began with keyboardist Tom Schuman playing a lovely'
ballad that soon changed to a hard-driving
rhythm-and-blues vamp, which Schuman
played around with for about five
minutes. Soon the band entered with a
medium-tempo 12-bar blues. Dave Samuels took two traditional jazz-style choruses
on vibes, but it was Schuman's vehicle,
and he took it the rest of the way with his
boogie-style piano.
Jay Beckenstein, founder of Spyr-o
Gyra, showed the most depth on an ab-

With BarbaraHigbie.
At the Berklee Performance Center.
Saturday, Dec. 1.
By LARRY McGOVERN

the reputation of performing their best in
front of live audiences. This is certainly the case with Spyro, Gyra,
who last Saturday night at Berklee outperformed their often bland recordings by at
least 10-fold. Spyro Gyra contains nothing
but fine musicians,. and they made a point
of showing this off in a performance
which one friend described as a "six-ring
circus." Each musician could have easily
stood alone, but together they made a
powerful and cohesive team.
The concert opened with guest artist
Barbara Higbie who performed beautifully, playing piano and singing in a relaxed
JAZZ MUSICIANS OPrEN HAVE
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stract, dreamy ballad laced with wildly dissonant chords. He has an appealing sound
on tenor sax, which might have been
played a little more often during the concert. The percussion was showcased on a
Latin piece, which might have been stronger but was still quite enjoyable.
Byfar the audience's favorite was a feature of bassist Oscar Cartaya, who started
the tune with a slow, cool- funk. That
didn't last long, though, as the rhythm
section soon switched to a Latn beat, then
a spirited funk that, left the audience
howling.

Spyro Gyra played a high-energy concert, ending as strong as it began. Many
jazz fans would have complained -that- the3
concert was too monotonous, not enough
variety. Most people went prepared for
that, and expected to hear a full night of.
loud anld exciting fusion. Spyro Gyra has
found that niche in jazz, aned I hope they'
keep it -up. It makes- for an evening of
great entertainment.
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Tseanatan6ashrewdshuttlenyer,
Spot the JetPak CommuterBook! Ten oneway tickets for amere $449. Youll save 35%
-take the savings and watch 35% more
naughty foreign films.

radii:^

Congratulations! You're on the scent of
. the Pan Am Shuttle's low one-way student
fare of $69 Butthenyou've always had a
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The Pan Am Shuttle' schedule gives the N
flexibility of the nimblest athlete. Flights
depart every hour on the half hour. No reservations necessary...just show up and go.
So, getting out of town isnever a hurdle.

Chew on this. Travelers with taste know 'that there's no better way to travel between
Boston, New York, and Washington than
the Pan Am Shuttle!

,Ile Pan An Shuttle low Youth Fares will
leave you with more dough where it counts
...inyour hand.

You always were quick on your feet!
Pan Am WorldPassO The Richest Frequent'
Traveler Program inthe Worldsm will really
get 'em scurrying up the Matterhorn,
stomping out aflamenco insunny Spain or
dangling out of a hammock in Hawaii.
Just dial 1-800 348-8000 and join Pan Am
WorldPass today.

'Your finger isa wonderful digit!
Use it to order your JetMaP today by
dialing these digits, 1-800-221-Ml,
or contacting your travel agent.

*The $69 Youth Fare is valid Monday-Frday 10:30 AM-2:30 PM and 7:30
PM-9:30 PM, and Sunday 3:30 PM-9:30 PM. A$59 Youth fare isavailable
all day Saturday and until 2:30 PM on Sunday. Fares and schedule subject to
change without notice. A $1surcharge applies for flights departing Boston.
Youth fares are Valid for passengers 12-24 years of age with proper ID.

FLIGHTS ON THE 1/2 HOUR BETWEEN BOSTON, NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON.
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IEmerson Iuartet lets loose wvtn uartuK -s %4uni-tuR
EMERSON STR.INS QUARTET

;~~~~

::

No 30.
Jordan Hall, riddy, I,
Event in the Tech Performing Arts Series.
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By DAVID ZAPOL
EMERSON QUARTET - violinists Philip Setzer and Eugene
Drucker, -violist Lawrence Dutton, and cellist David Finckel have risen to prominence over the past 15
years, recently receiving the Grammy
Award -for best classical record of lI90
and Gramophone Magazine's record-ofthe-year award for their recording of the
complete Bartok String Quartets. The
-quartet has a teaching and performance
residency at the Hartt School of Music at
the University of Hartford.
Friday's concert at Jordan Hall opened
with a rather weak, performance of
Haydn's Quartet in E-flat Major. The performance lacked the jovial mood expected
of the work: The performers seemed to be
overly concerned with giving a performance in the "style of Haydn" and, as a
result, the piece sounded restrained. The
third movement, perhaps the most humorous movement of the quartet, was played
seriously with only interjected spurts of
random humor, approximating dirty jokes
at a cocktail party.
Mozart's A-Major Quartet was somewhat more lively, but still lacked the
excitement expected from a world-class
quartet. The group played as though it
had a deadline to meet: They ran through
the piece with seemingly little connection
to the music, one another, or the audience.
Their performance gave little hint of what
was to come.
After intermission, .Drucker, who had
played second vinolin for the Haydn and
Mozart pieces, took over as first violin,
and quickly showed his skill as a leader.
Bartok's Quartet No. I was tremendous.
From the first note, it was clear that the
quartet seemed more comfortable than before. The performers lost their previous
inhibitions.. Because of the piece's modernity, the quartet could pour into it all ofTH
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The EmersonI String Quartet.
its ideas, energy, and emotion without way they flailed their bows, the way they
concerning themselves with traditional closed their eyes and played without reserinterpretations. The players' enthusiasm vation.
The performers' energy overwhelmed
made their tone forceful and kept them
alert and together. Everything they did the audience. The momentum that had beshowed the intensity of the performance' gun in the Bartok carried-over to their en- the way they looked at each other, the--core, a movement from the Mozart quar_

tet that Mozart left unfinished - the
"end" of the piece comes mid-phrase. The
quartet's energy and Mozart's truncated
genius left the audience in awe, wishing
the first half of the concert could have
been performed with the same vitality and
enthusiasm.
..
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carer about good tieeeatng.
Nomnate your favorite faculty member for the:

BAKE R FOUN DATION
TEACH:ING AWARD
The winning professor will receive:

A $1000 honorarium and
A bronze medal
to be presented at the Spring Awards Convocation
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Pick up a nomination cover letter
in the ia Office Room W20-401
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Costneravoids reversal of stereotypes
in his portrayalof Native Americans
(Continuedfrom page 15)
defying the typical portrayal of Native
Americans by Hollywood. He managed to
humanize Native Americans without resorting to a reversal of stereotypes. "White
settlers are bad, Native Americans are
good" would have been just another black
and white presentation of a very complex
situation.
Veteran stage actress Mary McDonnell
plays Dunbar's love interest, Stands With
a Fist, a white woman adopted as a young
girl by the Sioux. Her strength and screen
presence are more than a match for
Costner, and they are quite a steamy pair
during their romantic scenes. Other excellent performances are given by several Native American actors, including Graham

Greene (Kicking Bird),' Rodney Grant
(Wind in His Hair), Tantoo Cardinal
(Black Shawl), and Floyd Red Crow
Westerman (Ten Bears).
The realism and authenticity of the film
are reinforced by the extensive use of
Lakota, the language of the Sioux. Unfortunately, the amount of subtitling and the
length of the film (three hours) probably
make the film inaccessible to younger
children.

Costner's directorial debut is an impressive piece of work. He may be as good a
businessman as he is an actor/director:
The ending is a perfect set-up for a sequel.
Let us hope that if another film is in the
works, it retains the integrity and intelligence of its predecessor.
I
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The Sioux people leave their village.
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Canadian $

lU.S. 10-yr bond
Ylds

Why Morgan hires sales and trading teams that
see volatility as opportunity.
At J.P. Morgan, career opportunities beckon those who seek
the challenges of risk-taking
environment where profit and
loss are measured at the end of
each trading day.
We are looking for resilient
and self-reliant risk-takers and
institutional salespeople who
are able to withstand the rigors
posed by a market-driven environment The reason: J.P.
Morgan is a market maker'

As a leader in the world's

cohesively to advance the

major financial centers, our
traders combine researchbacked insight with the mar
ketplace intuition required for
split-second decision-making.
Our sales teams understand
each Morgan clientis tolerance
for risk and help structure
appropriate investment
solutions.
At Morgan, you join a sales
and trading team that works

group's collective profitability

and to help maintain an
orderly market The J.P.
Morgan approach stresses
teamwork.
We seek exceptionally talented graduates who desire to
work in an envirornment that
fosters and rewards superior
performance.
Attend our upcoming infor
mation session. Watch for the

time and location on campus. Or contact Lynn A.Avitabile,
J.P. Morgan & Co. Incorporated,
60 Shall Street, New York, NY
10260.

Career
Opportunities
at Morgan
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The only thing you have to be careful
with is the cheese. Never skimp on the
cheese by purchasing the. store's generic
brand. I bought Star Market brand Swiss
cheese once and nearly choked when I
tried it. There was no point in cooking

Good luck and good eating.

(Please write to kevinf~athena if you
have any comments or suggestions, or
have arecipethatyou would like to share.
- XF)

Heat sour cream over low heat just until
lukewarm. Dissolve yeast in warm water in
a large mixing bowl and allow the mixture
to sit and foam for a few. minutes. Add
sour cream, sugar, shortening, salt, and
two cups of the flour. Blend 30 seconds on
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er and let rise until double, about 40
minutes.
Heat oven to 375 F. Bake until loaf
sounds hollow when tapped, 45 minutes.
Remove loaf from pan; brush top with
butter. Cool on wire rack.
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|~~~~~~~~
The Tech PerformningArts Series announces
~~~~~~~~1

ORPHEUS DESCENDING

PRO ARTE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

~The Back Alley Theater presents Tenllessee Williams' play about human frailty
j51
~and forbidden love between a woman and the stranger to whom she gives a job.
|
~~Please note that latecomers S.bly$1
not be seated as the enltrance is next t6-the stage.
jR Back Alley Theater, December 6 at a pm.
i;

A concert for the whole family! If you can't afford tickets to Phantom
of the
AdOpera,
The Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra has the next best thing -the premiere
performance of Phantom of the Orchestra, or "The Dark Side
of the
A;Symphony.
" Music by Mozart, Beethoven, et. al.; script by Justin Locke.
X
Sanders Theatre, January 12 at 2 pm.
i{
Af~~~~~~IT
price: $6.

MIlfT price: ZSo.

-

The Tech PerformingArts Series, a service for the entire MIT
~community, from The Tech, MfT's student. newspaper, in
conjunction with the Technology Community Association,
MIT's
py
- ~~~student community service organization.
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Tickets are on sale at the Technology Community
W20-450 in the Student Center. Office hours postedAssociation,
on the door.
Call x3-4885 for further information.|
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Damond ! and Sars!
Form inl Modern Materials

News Hotline:
6;$3
=
i

Professor Edwin L. Thomas
MIT Department of Materials Science and Engineering

Thne 1990 VWulff Lecture
for Freshmen and U~ndesignated Sophomores

DILMATIC OP

Sponsored, by the
Lhe~ongadrinonaindumnitop fch
desiyn &one
cohronshiycoton
Nendheeltgrgey t-shintorsweat.
KUlNGON Ml MARY INS1TME (Okick
BORG
lIURAL
EI(HANGEMISSION(Red)
ROMUIAN DlLOM4 TC
CORPS (Purpke)
MING1
S01Ol OF BUSI£SS (Orange)
VULUNA
StACEAGADEY (Blue)
$9.95each T-Shirt $15.95 each Sweat.
$2.00shpigo~rto
Al00aho
. Allow 3-5
weeksfod~v/oalres Sedi
quonityand
design
coeswt crkomnyod
to.,
DEMIURGE
DESIGN
333
S.State St., Suite- 122, take
Oswego, Oregon
97034

Department of Materials Science and Engineering
Wednesday, December 5, 1990
4:00 p.m.
(Refreshments at 3:15)
Room 6-120
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Contemporary Insanity II The Sequel,
tackling censorship, ethics, sex, and
scandal, continues indefinitely at the
Boston Baked Theatre, 255 Elm Street,
Davis Square, Somerville. Performances
are Friday at 8:15 and Saturday at 7:00 &
9:15. Tickets: $14.50 and $16. Telephone: 628-9575.
Forbidden Broadway 1990, the latest updated version of Gerard Alessandrini's
musical comedy revue, continues indefinitely at the Terrace Room, Boston Park
Plaza Hotel. Performances are TuesdayFriday at 8 pm, Saturday at 7 pm &
10 pmn, and Sunday at 3 pm & 6 pm.
Tickets: $17 to $25 depending on performance. Telephone: 357-8384.

* * * CRITICS'CHOICE * *
Groucho, A Life in Review, based on
the life, loves, and laughs of Groucho
Marx, continues indefinitely at the
Theatre Lobby. 216 Hanover Street,
Boston. Performances are TuesdayFriday at 8 pm, Saturday at 6 pm &
9 pm, with matinees on Wednesday at
2 pm and Sunday at 3 pm. Tickets:
$15 to $24 general, $10 students
(through December 20). Telephone:
227-9872.

-1
_I~~~--

_IARTS'

A Girl's Guide to Chaos, the off-Broadway comedy hit about the rocky road to
romance, continues through December 31 at Nick's, 100 Warrenton Street,
Boston. Performances are WednesdayFriday at 8:00, Saturday at 5:00 & 8:00,
and Sunday at 3:00. Tickets: $10 to
$18.50. Telephone: 482-0930.

Street, Boston. Performances are Tuesday-Friday at 8 pm, Saturday at 6 pm &
9 pm, with matinees Thursday at 2 pm
and Sunday at 3 pm. Tickets: $1S.50 to
$26.50 general, half-price for seniors and
students on Thursday matinee. Telephone: 426-6912.

* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
Harpies Bizarre!, Lydia Sargent's
comic satire looking at how women
are enjoying the fruits of liberation,
continues through December 15 at theNewbury Street Theater, 565 Boylston
Street, Boston. Performances are
Thursday-Saturday at 8 pm. Tickets:
$5 to $8. Telephone: 262-7779.

Orpheus Descending, Tennessee Williams' play about human frailty and forbidden love between a woman and the
stranger in town to whom she gives a
job, continues through December 8 at
the Back Alley Theater, 1253 Cambridge
Street, Inman Square, Cambridge. Performances are Thursday-Sunday at
8 pm. Tickets: $15 [see also reducedprice tickets for the December 6 performance offered through the Tech Performing Arts Series). Tel: 491-8166.

The Homecoming, Harold Pinter's provocative play of family passions, sexual
jealousies, and explosive class tensions,
continues through January 19 as a presentation of the American Repertory
Theatre at the Loeb Drama Center, 64
Brattle Street, Cambridge. Performances
are Tuesday-Friday at 8 pm, Saturday at
2 pm & 8 pm, and Sunday at 2 pni &
7 pm. Tickets: $17 to $35. Telephone:
547-8300.

The Servant of Two Masters, Carlo Goldoni's 16th century Italian comedy of
mistaken identity, family honor, and
mixed-up love, continues through December 31 at the New Ehrlich Theatre,
539 Tremont Street, Boston. Performances are Thursday & Friday at 8:00,
Saturday at 5:00 &8:30, and Sunday at
2:00. Tickets: $15. Telephone: 4tl2-6316.

Nunsense, Dan Goggin's comedy about
the Little Sisters of Hoboken who stage a
talent show to raise money to bury four
of their number, continues indefinitely at
the Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton

Shear Madness, the long-running comic
murder mystery, continues indefinitely at
the Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton
Street, Boston. Performances are Tuesday-Friday at 8:00, Saturday at 6:30 &
9:30, and Sunday at 3:00 & 7:30. Tick-
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ets: $18 and $23. Telephone: 451-0195.
* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * *-*
Sex, Drugs, Rock and Rol, with Eric
Bogosian, continues through December 9 at the Wilbur Theater, 246 Tremont Street, Boston. Performances
are Wednesday at 7 pm, Thursday &
Friday at 8 pm, Saturday at 6 pm &
9 pm, and Sunday at 3 pm. Tickets:
$26.50 to $36.50 general, S20 students. Telephone: 423-4008.
Snow White and Ibe Seven Dwarves
continues through December 16 at the
Boston Baked Theatre, 255 Elm Street,
Davis Square, near the Davis Square
T-stop on the red line. Performances are
Saturday at I pm and Sunday at I pm &
3 pm. Tickets: S5. Telephone: 628-9575.

6N CAMPUS
Awon'Orisa: The Gods/fricanisms in
the Americas, exploring the manifestations of Yoruba religious belief in the
Americas, continues through December 16; Berenice Abbott, 47 cityscapes
and eight portraits by the 92-year-old
photographer who corroborated scientific laws through photo-graphs, continues
through December 30; and Doe Edgerton: Stopping Time, photographs and

-
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-Wednesday 10-10. Admission: $6 general, S5 seniors and students, free with
MIT ID. Telephone: 267-9300.

memorabilia documenting the invention
and use of the strobe light, continues indefinitely at the MIT Museum, 265 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge. Museum
hours are Tuesday-Friday 9-5 and Saturday-Sunday 1-5. Admission: 52 requested donation, free to MIT community.
Telephone: 253-4444.

Multimedia.Southwest, featuring ceramics by Janet Lever, Elaine Bolz, and David Hutchinson, furniture by Mark
Erickson, wearable art by Susan Summa,
turned wood by Robert Sterba, and jewelry by Margaret Davison, Anne Dankoff, and Deborah Conrad, continues
through December 9 at Ten Arrow Gallery, 10 Arrow Street, Cambridge. Gallery hours are Monday-Saturday 106
and Sunday 1-5. Telephone: 876-1117!

Lawrence B. kndeon '30: Artist, Educator, Architect, an installation celebrating the distinguished career of the former
dean of the MIT School of Architecture,
continues through December 14 at the
Compton Gallery, between Buildings 10
and 13. Gallery hours are weekdays 9-5.
No admission charge. Tel: 253 4444.

The Levy-frtads Fmly ColonillPortraits, depi6i4g prominent members of
New Yorlk's Jewish community in the
1730s, continues; through December 9 in
the C. Brown Gallery, Museum of Fine
Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston.
Museum hours are Tuesday-Sunday 10-5
and Wednesday 10-10. Admission: $6
general, $5 seniors and students, free
with MIT ID. Telephone: 267-9300.

OFF CAMPUS
Romanticism: Part I, History and Imagnation continues through January 6; and
Romantlism: Part B1,Landscape works

by Delacroix, Turner, Bayre, Constable,
Bonnington, and Gericault, continues
through December 6 at the Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University, 32 Quincy
Street, Cambridge. Museum hours are
Tuesday-Sunday 10-5. Admission: $4
general, $2.50 seniors and students, under 18 free. Telephone: 495-9400.

The Annual Student Exhibition and Sale
continues through December 12 in the
George Shermnan Union Gallery, Boston
University, 775 Commonwealth Avenue,
Boston. Gallery hours are weekdays 10-5
and Wednesday 10-8. Tel: 353-9425.

Harris Louis, nine major canvases by
one of the pioneers of stained painting,
continues through December 9 in the
Carter Gallery, Museum of Fine Arts,
465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Museum hours are Tuesday-Sunday 10-5 and

Enlightenment of Nature, watercolors
and oil paintings by Yoshio Imnakita,
continues through December 13 at Kaji
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Why Morgax is looking for a special
breed of genius.
Graduates who have analyic
talent sparked by imagination
should consider market analyst

strong, proprietary analytic
models. They're critical to

and research opportunities at

Morgan's moment-to-moment

J.P. Morgan.
J.P. Morgan provides sophisieated financial services to the
world's leading corporations
and governments. This business requires that we manage
more than routine risks. Our

trading activities around the
world. The success of our

position as a global financial

power demands it

One key is development of

actions-whether for flunding,

trading, or risk managementrelies on those models. Each
day, they must pass the testin
one of the worlds toughest
proving grounds: the financial
markets.

To assure that success, we
seek exceptionally talented,
team-oriented individuals who

Or contact Lynn A Avitabile,
J.P. Morgan & Co. Incorporatd,
60 Wwall Street, New York, NY
10260.

have strong mathematical and
computer modeling skills.

Demonstrated mastery of
conmputerbased decision and
simulation tools is important,

as is a desire to work in an
environment that fosters and
rewards superior performance.
Please plan to attend our

Career

upcomin information session.

at Morgan

Opportunities
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_Aso Studio, 40 St. Stephen Street, Boston. Gallery hours are Tuesday-Saturday
1-5. No admission charge. Telephone:
247-1719.
The

Unique

Print: 70s into 90s,

100

printed images documenting the surge of
interest in the unique print in the last decade, continues through December 16 in

the Torf Gallery, Museum of Fine Arts,
465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Museunm hours are Tuesday-Sunday 10-5 and
Wednesday 10-10. Admission: $6 gsneral, 'S seniors and- students, free with
MIT ID. Telephone: 267-930D.
'Fort Point Arts Community:

Into

the

Secind Decade, featuring works by 52

artists from the largest concentration of
artists in New England, continues
through December 21 at the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston Gallery, 600 Atlantic Avenue, across from South Station in
downtown Boston.. Gallery hours are
weekdays 10 4. No admission charge.
Telephone: 973-3453.
*
.*

Pathways,'a new light installation by environrental sculptor Beth Galston, continues through December 21 at the Huntington Gallery, Mass. College of Art,
623 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Gallery
hours are weekdays 10-6 and Saturday
11-5. No admission charge. Telephone:
232-1555 ext. 550.
Like a One-Eyed Cat, combining well-

known with previously unexhibited photographs by Lee Friedlander 1956-87,

.

and Edgdon, Gobike, Papageorge and
Sisklid: A

Plotgorpif

Porlfolio, con-

tinue through December 23 at the Wellesley College Museum, Jewett Arts Center,
Wellesley. Museum hours are MondaySaturday 10-5, Tuesday & Wednesday
10-9, and 'Sunday 2-5. No admission
charge. Telephone: 235-0320 ext. 2051.
Founding
Faib

Farms:

Fups,

Five Massachusetts

163WPraent, a

photo-

graphic exhibit, continues through
December 31 at the Commonwealth Mur
seum, 220 Morrissey Boulevard, Dorchester, near the JFK/UMass/Columbia
T-stop on the red line. Museum hours
are Monday-Friday 9-5 and Saturday
9-3. No admission charge. Telephone:
727-9268.
What Makes Music?, examining the rela-

tionship between science and sound and
exploring the latest in sound technology,
continues through January I at the Museum of Science, Science Park, Boston,
near the Science Park T-stop on the
green line. Museum hours are TuesdaySunday 9-5, Friday 9-9. Admission: $6
general, $4 seniors and children, free
with MIT ID. Telephone: 623-6664.
Black Achievers in Science, profiling 16
black men and women who are experts in
their various fields, continues through
January 6 at the Museum of Science, Sci-

Apply for the American Express' Card.
Then get ready to take off. In search of
adventure, action-or just simply to
escape.
American Express and Northwest
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary travel privileges on, Northwestexclusively for student Cardmembers:
MCERTIFICATES VALID FOR THE
PURCHASE OF TWO $118 ROUNDTRIP

TICKETS-to many of the more than 180

cities in the 48 contiguous United States
served by Northwest. Each certificate is
good for a six-month period, and they
will arrive in four to six weeks after
you receive the Card.*
10% OFF iANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT-

with your own personalized discount

T-

_

-

Between

Spring

and Summer:

Soviet

Conceptual Art in the Era of late Com-

munism, a comprehensive look at the recent work of more than 20 Soviet artists
and architects, continues through January 6 at the Institute of Contemporary
" Art, 955 Boylston Street, Boston. Institute hours are Wednesday-Sunday 11-5,
Thursday-Saturday 11-8. Admission: S4
general, S3 students, $1.50 seniors and
children, Sl MIT students. Telephone:
266 5152.
Monotypes: Degas to Picasso continues
through- January 13 at the Museum of
Fine Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Museum hours are Tuesday-Sunday
10-5 and Wednesday 10-10. Admission:
S6 general, SS seniors and students, free
with MIT ID. Telephone: 267-9300.
Awards in

the Visual Arts 9,

approxi-

mately 50 pieces of American contemporary art by 10 new and emerging artists,
continues through January 13 at the Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Harvard IJniversity, 485 Broadway, Cambridge. Museum hours are Tuesday-Sunday 10-5.
Admission: $4 general, $2.50 seniors and
students, under 18 free. Tel: 495-9400.

The Tech
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ence Park, Boston, near the Science Park
T-stop on the green line. Museum hours
are Tuesday-Sunday 9-5, Friday 9-9.
Admission: S6 general, S4 seniors and
children, free with MIT ID. Telephone:
623-6664.
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Rosso Revealed, focusing on the restora-

tion of 11Rosso Fiorentino's Dead Christ
with Angels, continues through January 20 in the Charles C. Cunningham
Gallery, Museum of Fine Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston' Museum hours
are Tuesday-Sunday 10-5 and Wednesday 10-10. Admission: S6 general, S5 seniors and students, free with MIT ID.
Telephone: 267-9300.
Tropical

RaInforest$:

A

Disappearing

Treasure continues through January 20

at the Museum of Science, Science Park,

hours are Tuesday-Sunday 10-5 and
Wednesday 10-10. Admission: $6 general, $5 seniors and students, free with
MIT ID. Telephone: 267-9300.

Admission: $6 general, $5 seniors and
students, free with MIT ID. Telephone:
267-9300.
Golden Age of Russisn Ballet in Ameri-

The Age of Sail: Ship Models and Ma-

rine Arts, models representing American

and European warships dating from the
late 17th to early 19th centuries, and
merchant vessels of the 19th century,
continues through March 10 at the Museum of Fine Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Museum hours are Tuesday-Sunday 10-5 and Wednesday 10-10.

ca, moments in the American careers of
prima ballerina Anna Pavlova and Mikhail Mordkin, continues through March
in the Mugar Memorial Library, Boston
University, 771 Commonwealth Avenue,
Boston. Library hours are MondayThursday 8-midnight, Friday &Saturday
8-11, Sunday 10-midnight. Telephone:
353-3696.

Boston, near the Science Park T-stop on

the green line. Museum hours are Tuesday-Sunday 9-5, Friday 9-9. Admission:
$6 general, S4 seniors and children, free
with MIT ID. Telephone: 623-6664.
* * * CRITICS' CHOICE *
199I

Join The Tech!
Drop by Room 483
of the Student Center
any Sunday at 6pm for pizza

r a

SIGGRAPH Traveling Art Show

- computer art including 2- and 3dimensional works,.stereo art, and
animation - continues through.February I at the Computer Museum,
Museum Wharf, 300 Congress Street,
Boston. Museum hours are TuesdaySunday 10-5, Friday 10-9. Admission: $6 general, $5 seniors and students. Telephone: 423-6758.

Connections:

Louise

Lawler

continues

(yes, this means you ... )

through March 3 in the Henry and Lois
Foster Gallery, Museum of Fine Arts, 465
Huntington Avenue. Boston. Museum

___:t
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Express"Cardmembers.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
(9

card, valid through January 1991 on all
Northwest and Northwest Airlink
Flights. (This discount is not applicable
to the $118 student certificates and
other certificates, promotions or special
status airfares.)
m 2X500 BONUS MILES TOWARDS FREE
TRAVEL-when you enroll in Northwest's
WorldPerke Free Travel Program.
AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL.
just pick up the phone, call 1-800-942AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your
application and begin to process it
immediately (Ifyou-have your banking
information handy,like your account
number and bank address, it will help
speed the process.)

Keep in mind that our Automatic
Acceptance Program makes it easier for
you to become a Cardmember now, as a
student, than it will ever be again.
And remember that as a Cardmember you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you
would expect from American Express.
So pick up the phone. Apply for the
Card. And start packing!

APPLY TODAY

1-80-942-AME

NORTHWEST
AIRLINES

Automatic Acceptance makes it easier to get the Card now
*Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may be made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited
and may not always be available when you call. Travel must originate by certificate expiration date and be completed within 60 days of that date. Travel may not be available between cities to which Northwest does not have
published routings. City fuel surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($250), Chicago ($5.00), Denver ($2.00) and Florida cities ($2.00). Certain blackout dates and other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call
1-800-942-AMEX. O 1990 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
THE AMERICAN EXPRESSO CARD. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER.
,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Professor Robert Solow

TRAVEL

Economlcs

*1220 Broadway, Ste 310, New York NY 10001
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11SUPPLY9 DEMAND9 AND JOBS,
130 Brookfine St.
Camb., Mass. 02139

Tuesday, December 4, 1990
4:00 pm (refreshments starting at 3:45)
Rnom 4-231

Tody

Azps Auto

Wkite

INCLUDING MAYBE YOURS"

Coffision {Experts
Complete tBody Wk & painting
Save 5% w/ yo ur NOT YD

r".

Office of the Dean for Undergraduate Edueation
The Undegrnduate Aloelatlon

'Phone 876-5002
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For more information:
contact the Context Support Office, x3-7909
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(next to Father's Fore)
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Orders to go or dining in
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Delivery Service
Minimum Order $10.00
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Off Dinner
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on every Saturday
Dining in only
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Luncheon Specials
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Larry's Chinese Restaurant
II
Served daily 11:30am - 5:00pm
I
Lunch
special prices start $2.95
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($10 minimum)
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Call: 492-3179 or 492-3170
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Monday - Thursday 11:30am to 9:30pm
Friday - Saturday 11:30am to 10:00pm
Closed on Sunday
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NUCLEAR

P.OWER

OIPENINGS
Navy representaltives will interview engineering,
physics, chemistry, and math majors with 4.1

DECEMlBER 7 &

8

Present your colege student
l.. for 20X off all books fft
the Chaesresbank Booshosps in the I oU. Bookstore Mail.
Excluded are magaesziw, newspapers,
special ores,
New York Times Bestoollors and tQxtbooks.
No double discounts.
-
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GPA or better for selectioll into the Navy

.1
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Nuclear PropulsionI Officer Candidate Program.
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Make your appointment at the Placement Center
today. Call Lieutenant Greg Brown at 451-4511
or see him at the Career Center on Dec. 6 for
more information.,

NAVY OFFICER
Navy.
Full Speed Ahead.
and

You
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2 DBAYS ONLY!
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Charlesbank Bookshops
B.U. BO"KST0RE MALL, KENMORE SQUARE
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M-F 9:30-9, Sat 9:306, Sun 12-5, (617) 237-2837

Free Parking on Deerfield St, MBTA Green Line to Ienmore

Mapr Credit Cards Accepted At Both Locations
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67 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY

M-F 9:30-7, Sat 10-6, Sun t2-5 (Sept-May), (617) 237442
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wins
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nsaopener

Campus Activities Complex
and

*=
.Co
pp e2;-?inue,,;'4 .- hurdles, with Dean- Moon 92
-94', Rajjesh
,S*
v a-94, and' (third place' 8.14) and John
Claffan) took first in-8:43.91.Tewksbury "92 (fourth, 8.19)
Claman took the lead from both-qualifying for the New
MIT's Steve Cooke..'91 on the England Division III meet.
third'-lap 'and -fought,-off a late
And Peter Ronco '92 set a
surge from Amherst's;JeffGreen- huge personal best mark i the
field to win firsts with a 15- 3000, taking' second place in
hundredths of a second margin8:59.00
In perhaps the afternoon's only
The 1600 relay team of Cooke,
true upset, senior co-captain Kevin Knoedler '94, Elliot Hui
Mark Dunzo was edged by Am- '94 and Scannell faced stiff comherst's Kevin Bolduan in the 400 petition from Amherstj and only
meters. Dunzo led strong for made things harder on itself with
about 300 meters, but tightened three (of three possible) terrible
up as Bolduan pushed him on the handoffs. The 35-meter deficit
homestretch. After taking an ex- that Scannell faced as he entered
tra-long time evaluating the pho- the anchor. leg was too much,
tograph of the finish, meet offi- and the relay came in second, in
cials declared Bolduan the 3:33.49, to Amherst's 3:29.94.
winner, in 51.08 seconds to
Taylor commented after the
Dunzo's 51.09.
meet-that he was "very pleased
('Word on the street after the with the field events.
meet, however, was that Dunzo
"We came up against some
would get Bolduan back the next good competition, not tearmtime they race together, in the wise," he said, "but individualNew England Division III cham- wise."
pionship meet.)
MIT hosts the Division I ColThe Engineers had a very good -lege of the Holy Cross Thursday
showing in the 55-meter high evening at 6:00.
III

sc,

Stu

ent Center Committee
invite you to
the Annual

HOLIDAY TREE
LIGHTI NG
Join us TODAY at 5:30pm
on the- Student Center Steps
for cider, hot chocolate,
cookies and music.
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It's Mconald s way of adding cheer
sl
to your holiday.

A
William Chu/The Tech
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Lisa Van Dermark '93 leads a fast break against
Gordon. MIT won, 84-83, in overtime last Tuesday.
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Orienteering takes
intercollegiate title

I

Just bring inthis

(Continued from page 24)
that the top runner would be ein
coupon and youu
The first MIT team, consisting ther Clhin or the top Brown r
of Mike Chin G. Alan Thompson ner. However, Detlef Westpha Lden
will receive our
iry,
G, and Rod Hinman G won the G, recovering from a knee inju
combo special of a Big Mac, Large Fry
event with a time of 94:40. managed to win in 64:40 by reSlIyher
ing
on
accurate
navigation
ratl
Although one Brown team was
ahead after the first leg, the con- than fast running. The top H larsistent orienteering of Thompson vard finisher (70:21) also b ieat 11
and the speed of Hinman- (for- Chin, who came in third (71:555).
In the intermediate course MIIT
merly with the cross-.country
did not fare so well. Bellew ifinteam) blew away the competition.
The Harvard team finished in ished in 136:03, well behind the1 aE
in
104:06 and the Brown team fin- top finisher from Harva
ished in 107:02. The second, MIT (81:43). In the novice course H
team (Dmitri Chklowski G. Marc man shut out the competition
Leblanc '91, Brendan Bellew G) 33:70. The next best time vwas
Limit one per customer
finished fourth in 111:36.
48:35 by a Brown runner.
The intercollegiate orienteer ing
Similar domination by MIT
Please present coupon when ordering
occurred at the--individual event competition has been held ani
Not valid with any other offer.
on the following day in Foxborb. ally since 1987. MIT has wvnu
Individual courses of expert, in- three times and Brown once.
(Editor's note: This article i,wash
termediate, and novice level were
-submitted
by. _member of the.
held-with staggered starts. In thel-sa
----drienteering Club.)
expert course, it was expected

|

and soft drink for $3.39.
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MvIT track team
wins

opener

its
By David Rothstein

Already it has been a year of
firsts for the indoor track and
field team. Last year's assistant
coach, Halston Taylor, is this
year's rookie head coach. Boniface Makatiani '90 and Bill
Singhose '90 are no longer on the
team roster. And the 1600-meter
relay team lost a regular-season
race for the first time in recent
memory.
But one thing remains con-

E
E

was arguably MIT's finest team.
But no other New England Division Ill team will touch the
Engineers this season.
MIT opened the 1990 campaign with a win Saturday in a
quadrangular meet at the Johnson Athletics Center, scoring 73
points to Amherst College's 33,
Worcester Polytechnic Institute's
28, and Fitchburg State College's

a
e
E
f
L

e

g

25.

Kevin Scannell '92 led an allaround MIT assault in the field
events, taking firsts in the long
might not humiliate its opposition on the same, regular basis jump (21 feet, 2 inches) and the
triple jump (43'_31/4 "). He also
that it did last year with what
recorded a second in the 200meter d ash (23.39 seconds) and
Indoor Track vs.
ran the anchor leg on MIT's
second-place 1600 relay team.
Amherst, WPI,
Senior John-Paul Clarke got to
and Fitchburg State- work
early, winning the 35-pound
at the Johnson Athletics Center
weight throw with a 51 '-113/4 '
December 1, 1990
toss that qualified him for the
national championships. He took
Weight throw - 1, Clarke, MIT, 54'second in the shot put, with a
11 %"; 2, Fleming, MIT, 41'-11 %"; 3,
44 '-7 1/4 " toss.
Morleym WPI, 41'-61/2"; 4, Dupuis,
Fitch, 38'-3".
MIT scored 42 points in the six
High jump - 1, Navin, Fitch, 6'-8"; 2,
field
events alone, against the 24
Washington, MIT, 6'-4"; 3, Kirtley,
points collected by the three
MIT, 6'-2"; 4, Mower, WPI, 6'-2".
Pole vault - 1. Moose, 12'-6"; 2, Robother teams combined. Garret
inson, MIT, 12'-0"; 3, Perri, WPI, 12'Moose '91, recently returned to
0"; 4, Jadamec, WPI, 10'-6".
the
track team after the football
Shot put - 1, Perry, Amh, 45'-6%/4"; 2,
season,
vaulted 12'-6" to win the
Clarke, MIT, 44'-71/"; 3 Dupuis,
Fitch, 42'-4%4"; 4, Fleming, MIT, 40%- pole vault and jumped an impres4".
sive 21 '- /2 ' to take second in
Long jump - 1, Scanneli, MIT, 21'-2";
the long jump.
2, Moose, MIT, 21'-l1A"; 3, Pisz,
Junior Tom Washington picked
WPI, 20'-8l/4"; 4, Cooke, MIT, 20'61
.
up a second place in the high
Triple jump - 1, Scannell, MIT, 43'jump, with a 6'-4" effort.
3%/"; 2, Charles, Amh, 42'-51h''; 3,
The running events showed
Tewskbury, MIT, 42'-4'iA"; 4, Moose,
that MIT will be a strong comMIT, 39'-7".
55 motors - 1, Moda, Fitch, 6.63; 2,
petitor in most categories, alKelly, WPI, 6.80; 3, Lomnardi, WPI,
though experimentation on Tay6.83; 4, Kopf, Amh, 6.86.
lor's part resulted, surprisingly, in
65 meter high hurdles - 1, Sprague,
only two MIT firsts in the runWPI, 7.99; 2, O'Connell, WPI, 8.02;
3, Moon, MIT, 8.14; 4, Tewksbury,
ning events: John Claman '93
MIT, 8.19.
won the 800 meters in 2:01.18,
200 mteors - 1, Moda, Fitch, 23.01; 2,
and the 3200-meter relay team
Scannell, MIT, 23.39; 3, Kelly, WPI,
(James Kirtley '94, Dave Brann
23.62; 4, Dunzo. MlT 6.86.
400 meters - 1, Bolduan, Amh, 51.08;
(Please turn to page 23)

stant: The track team wins. It

i

2, Dunzo, MIT, 51.09; 3, Craw, Amh,
52.32; 4, Corcoran, MIT, 52.87.
800 meters - 1, Claman, MIT, 2:01.18;
2, Greenfield, Amh, 2:01.33; 3, Anderson, WPI, 2:05.19; 4. Mason,
MIT, 2:08.88.
1500 meters - 1, Hall, Amh, 4:14.37;
2, Cummings, WPI, 4:16.23, 3, Hernandes, Fitch, 4:17.01; 4. Suryadevara, MIT 4:19.95.
3000 meters - 1, Cullinane, Fitch,
8:53, 69; 2, Ronco, MIT, 8:59.00; 3,
Williams, MIT, 9:10.12; 4, Abell,
Amh, 9:19.74.
1600 meter relay - 1, Amherst,
3:29.94; 2, MIT (Cooke, Knoedler,
Hui, Scannell), 3:33.49; 3, WPI,
3:40.89; 4, Fitchburg St., 3:48.24.
3200 meter relay - -1, MIT (Kirtley.
Brann, Suryadevara, Claman),
8:43.91; 2, Amherst, 9:12.58.
1, MIT, 73; 2, Amherst, 33; WPI, 28;
Fitchburg St., 25.
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Robert J. Silva Jr. '93 (#20) scores against WPI as Nichael S. Mini '93 0#4) protects the
middle. MIT won the game, 4-1.

Hockey defeats WPIf 3-2

r

By Andreas Coppi
For the first time in three
years, the men's hockey team defeated the Worcester Polytechnic
Institute. MIT fought hard in a
3-2 come-from-behind performance Wednesday night at MIT.
A close first period saw both
teams trade goals. WPI opened
up the game with a tally in the
first minute of play. MIT steadied
themselves and came back to tie
it 10 minutes later on a goal
popped in by Robert Silva '93 on
a beautiful feed from hardhitting rookie sensation Nicholas
Pearce '94. During the first period, MIT lost the services of
strong rookie Heath Hawker '94
to a shoulder injury. MIT came out firing in the second period only to- see the WPI
goaltender stymie their every attempt. At the other end of the ice
superb defensive performances
were turned in by co-captain
Henry Dotterer '91, Gene McKenna '92, and Michael Quinlan
'92, backed up by the sparkling

I

goaltending of co-captain Miles
Arnone '91. At the end of a
hard-fought second period, the
score remained knotted at 1-1.
Play in the third period remained close. However, 10 minutes in, a WPI forward was sent
down the right wing alone and
wristed home a goal to lift WPI
ahead. Maintaining composure,
MIT turned the pressure on, and
exactly three minutes later again
tied the score.
Skating phenomenon Alain
Curodeau G took advantage of a
slow WPI line,' broke away.
streaking down the left wing, and,
promptly threaded the puck in
the short side.
Minutes later MIT coach Joe
Quinn called a timeout to rest his

r

players and discuss strategy. This
paid off when, with under three
minutes left in the game, the
ever-prolific Silva knotched is
second goal of the night, assisted
by Curodeau and Pearce.
This goal proved to be the
game-winner as strong defense
and notable forechecking from
Dwight Caldwell 'G and- Michael
Mini '93 shut down any WPI'offensive. The clincher.proved to
be a tremendous svre by goalie
Arnone, with just seven seconds
remaining, While WPI had a onerSiin.a vartage.
The victory lifted the
Engineers to a commanding 4-1
record.
(Andrews Cappa "'91 is a member of the men's hockey team.}.

Orienteering takes
intercollegiate title
The Orienteering Club won
this year's intercollegiate orienteering championship decisively,
taking the title back from defending champion Brown University. The final scores were:
MIT 136, Brown 78, Harvard
University 71, Bentley College 14, and Bates College IL.
The two-day event took place at
Mount Misery in Lincoln on Saturday, Nov. !7 and at High Rock
in Foxbolo on Sunday, Nov. 18.
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Saturday's relay event, involving teams of three orienteers of
varying ability, was clinched by
MIT with a, deceptive use of
strategy. Instead of the customary expert-novice-intermediate
order of runners, the MIT club
ran in an expert-intermediatenovice order. This obscured
placement of the MIT teams
when the second runners
returned.
(Please turn to page 23)
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